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ABSTRACT 

The oxyssn ts$c;te efied in Pr, 65, and 3-1 doped superconducting 

Y&?#3f&4 was i~vest;ga;ed. Pr and Ca substitute predominantly at the Y site 

while Zn goes into !he Ctt p!ane site. The shift in critical temperature (AT,) 

between samples oxygenaf,ed in $80  and 160 was obtained via dc resistance 

measurements, and Tow fiefd bc magnetization and ac susceptibility 

measurements in a SQUIB rnagnetarneter. Confirmation of the substitution of 

the oxygen was achieved with Raman and SlMS measurements. 

The Pr, Ga, and Zn substitutions change T, of the superconductor in 

different ways. Increasing Prconcentr~tion lowers Tc and increases ATc with the 

isotope coefficiefif, a, appr~aehing 'i2. The addition of Ca reduces the size of 

both A T ,  and a. Both exhibit a small parabolic effect with increasing Ca 

substitution. An increase in ZR ~ubstitution lowers T, but ATc remains nearly 

constant, or perhaps gets siightiy smaller, with a increasing to approximately l f , .  

We find that there is a linear reiationship between the width of the normal 

to superconducting transition and the sire of AT,. We believe that th i s  

dependency may be reiated to the sample quality. 

There does not appear to be a universal correlation between T ,  and a, 

however, both are dependent an the number of mobile holes and our values do 

follow closely a universal relationship that has been proposed between these two 

quantities. 

We find that a modification to the BCS theory, involving a logsrithrrfic Van 

Hove singularity in t he  density of states, does qualitatlvety fit the gsneral trend of 

our data. More success is achieved with the use of Eliashberg type calculations 



in which the change i~ a and 'i-, can bs made to resemSte our data provided we 

use a pair-breaki~g r;rieckanism as rveii as a moaiiicaiirtrr of t h e  Zouion~b 

pseucfopotentiai which ;n.zMes an aGraz:ive efectronic paring interaction Sot h 

modeis predict a to be a minimum at rhe maximum 7,. and as Tc decreases, a 

increases. Afso cornRon ro both is zhe apparent dependence of both f, and a 

on the mobife hole conceniratictn. 

fhis work shows ihai an isotope effect does exist in the high temperature 

superconductors and that Iarge vaf~ies of a comparabie to those bunu in 

conventional superconbtrctors exist. it is also evident from our results that the 

rnobife hole concen2r;tZion must play r I important role in the mechanism for 

superconductivity in these materials. 
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Superconductivity has its roots at the beginning of this century when in 

1911, Kamerlingh Onnes', while investigating the low temperature electrical 

properties of mercury, witnessed an abrupt drop in the resistance to below any 

measurable value at 4.2K In the years that followed, numerous other 

superconductors and a set of unique properties were found. These properties 

distinguished the superconductors from being other than "perfect" conductors. 

The Meissner effect*, Josephson tunneling3 and other properties established that 

superconductivity is not a classical result. Only quantum mechanics could 

explain these phenomena. One of the effects discovered was that the critical 

temperature of mercury was altered by an isotopic sub~t i iu t ion~~~.  This provided 

strong support that a mechanism involving an electron-phonon interaction was 

responsible for superconductivity. This, along with Cooper's discovery that a 

state of lower energy (pairing of electrons - Cooper pairs) results from an 

attractive interaction between two electrons near the Fermi surface, gave rise to 

the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity6. The majority 

of the superconductors discovered were metals (poor conductors) or inter- 

metallic compounds, but a number were also "oxides", one of which, SrTiO, 

(Tc= 0.3K)71 has the pervoskite crystal structure, a variation of which is found in 

the high temperature superconductors. Prior to the high temperature 

superconductors, Nb@ f Tc = 23.2q8 had the highest critical temperature (Tc is 

defined as the temperature at which the transition between the superconducting 

state and normal stzites occur). The BCS theory was quite successful in 

expiaining the characteristics of superconductors, but failed in providing the 

correct quantitative results for a number of these materials. The extent of the 

disagreement between BCS and the observed characteristic(s) is different from 



material to material. These differences can be largely attributed to the fact that 

the BCS theory is oversimplified. Crorrectionsg-11 to the BCS theory involving 

other theoretical methods, such as the EIiashbergQ theory, followed BCS and 

have been very successful in providing accurate quantitative results. BCS 

methods are stilt used quite often as they are simple and are thus able to provide 

insight into the physics involved in t'ne system. Eliashberg equations on the 

other hand, are based on solving many body Green's functions, and as this must 

be done numerically, no analytic form exists and so the basic insight into the 

physics of what is occurring is lost. 

Seventy five years after the initial discovery of superconductivity, a new 

class of superconductors was discovered. In 1986, J.G. Bednorz and K.A. 

Muller reported evidence for superconductivity in a La-Ba-Cu-O materialt3. This 

was confirmed and a number of other superconducting oxides came into 

existence in a very short time. The maximum critical temperature climbed from 

the previous high of 23.2K to 35K in La1.85Ba0.15C~0414,15, then to 38K in 

Lal-&.2CuQ!% With ithe discovery of Y B ~ & u ~ O , ~  with T,= 93Ki7, 

superconductivity moved out of the range of low temperature physics in that a 

liquid He dewar was no longer required in order to achieve the necessary 

temperztures. The next year brought about two more systems, Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0, 

T, = 1 10K l8 and the Ti-Ba-Ca-Cu-O system, T, = 125 K 19. The highest Tc to 

date is the 1 30 KX1 phase in the Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 system. 

Since the discovery of high T,  superconductors, there have been tens of 

thousands of papers presented in journals and at conferences concerning the 
-. 

properties of these materials. I nere have been numerous conflicting results and 

unsubstantiated claims, primarily due to the difficulty associated with 

synthesizing these materials. It is therefore important to follow a well defined 



method of synthesis, ensure careful measurements are carried out, and to 

confirm that !he resttits are repraducible. It is generally believed that these new 

materials do not follow in the same theoretical framework of the conventional 

6CS theory. However, current evidence does support the pairing of charge 

carriers as in the BCS case, although in high temperature superconductors, the 

charge carriers are in most cases holes as opposed to electrons as found in the 

conventional superconductors. 

The high temperature superconductors must be classified as extreme 

type-I1 superconductors since they have large penetration depths (hL - length 

scale over which the magnetic field can penetrate into the superconductor - the 

region in which shielding currents can flow), and a short coherence length 

($-typical length urer which the Cooper pairs are coherent - the length scale of 

the order parameter in the Ginzburg-Landau theory). This allows for the 

formation of quantized magnetic vortices (fluxoids) when the materials are 

exposed to a magnetic field. 

In conventional superconductors governed by the BCS theory, one finds 

that the critical temperature varies by T,  - M-a, where M is the mass of the 

element that is isotopically substituted This will be shown in chapter 4. FOP 

materials consisting of more than one element, each can be isotopically 

substituted. The partial isotope exponent, ail for elemental mass Mi, can then be 

defined by 

Gi = - a1ogq 
a log Mi ' 

The ai are positive and the net isotope coefficient, a, is just the sum of the ai. A 

large number of materiafs exhibit values of a = '12, consistent with the weak- 



coupling limit In the ECS theory. BCS theory also allows for values that deviate 

from the simple result of cx = !/2 by incorporating more sophisticated information 

regarding phonon modes and electron-phonon interactionszf, and thus a value of 

a = 0 does not indicate a failure in the theory's reliance on the interaction 

mechanism between electrons and phonons. The converse however, is not true. 

if superconductivity were due to a mechanism that did not involve an electron- 

phonon pair coupling then a = 0. The existence of an isotope effect in high TC 

materials may then prove essentiat in determining the mechanism for 

superconductivity. 

Ideally, one should be able to make an isotope substitution for any of the 

constituents of the high temperature superconductor Y8a2Cu3076- Tha effects 

of the substitutions 1358, for 138Ba22, 1348, for '38Ba23, and 63Cu for 65Cu22,24,25 

have been measured, but the small shift that is observed (< 0.2K) is of the same 

order of the uncertainty involved in the measurements. Of course, the expected 

shift in T' would only be as much as 0.7K and 1.4K in YBa2Cu3076 (Tc = 90K), 

with the substitutions 138Ba for '348a and 65Cu for 63Cu respectiveiy, assuming 

a coefficient of a = 'l2. Thus there is no evidence of a shift in the critical 

temperature with isotope substitution for these heavy cations. Oxygen, being the 

lightest element in tnese superconductors with Amlm = 12% compared to 2% 

and 3% for Ba and Cu, is expected to give the largest shift in 1, Assuming 

a= l f 2 ,  the substitution of l B 0  for 160 is expected to give ATc= 5.5K in 

YBafi076. 

The iargest number of investigations have been performed using the 

oxyger? siitstitiitiorr oi !SO f a  160, although seine experiments have used !?G. 

The eariiest experiments were performed on the La-Sr-Cu-0 system2*,26 but 

found no shift. Later experiments did confirm a downward shift in Tc with this 



Isotopic substitution. !n the La-Sr\Ca-Cii-O ~ystern2~,2~.28, shifts in T, between OK 

and I .3K (a = O to 0.54) are common. The shift measured in ihe Y B a f i ~ ~ 0 ~ ~  

system, however, is much smaller. Shifts measured in this system29-32 are 

typically on the order of 0.4K (a = 0.08), but shifts as much as 2K have been 

seen. Shifts of 0.3K and 0.4K have also been reported for the 110K and 75K 

phases in the Bi-SF-Ca-Cu-0 system? 

The majority of the systems studied have revolved around the "optimum" 

T, that can be achieved. The preparation methods and constituent 

concentrations have been selected in order to maximize the critical temperature. 

One of the more striking results was reported by Crawf0rd3~ et al. who found that 

a was dependent on the concentration of Sr, x, in the La2-,SrxCu04 system. 

The Sr concentration was varied from 3.8% to 26.3%. The critical temperature 

appears parabolic with x and passes through a maximum of 38K at 15% Sr. No 

obvious correlation between a, which varies 0.06 < a 5 0.64, and Tc was found 

although high Tc values correspond generally to a low a, and low Tc values 

correspond to a high a. More recently, the system YBa22XLa#307635 has 

been studied. The increasing La concentration has the effect of reducing Tc and 

at the same time increases a. Again, high Tc values correspond to a low a and 

low Tc values correspond to a high a, but in this case, a strong correlation is 

reported between a and 7, 

The isotope effect as a function of Sr concentration in the La-Sr-Cu-0 

system poses some interesting questions. What is the effect of an e!emental 

substitution on the isotope coefficient? As the substitution affects To is there 

*&.A- --I-*. --L:- 
I F I G F I  a reiai~rrsriry between T, and a? The purpose of our research is to 

confirm whether a relationship between the elemental substitution (and hence 

T,) and a exists in the high temperature superconductors. This thesis reports on 



the work done in the investigation of the oxygen isotope effect in the high T, 

stipereonductor - YBad-Cu3OJ4. The oxygen isotopes used are and 180. in 

+h:- I fa =qatern CI n we alter the criiicai temperature of !he superconductor by the 

substituti~n of: 

2) Ca for the Y with a constant Pr concentration of 20% giving 

(Yo.8-vPro.$a,)Ba;7cu3076 for 0 2 y -< 0.25; and 

3) Zn for Cu giving Y B ~ ; I ~ C U ~ - ~ J ~ J ~ C ) ~  for O 5 z 5 0.09. 

These substitutions have the general effect of lowering the critical temperature 

as welt as altering the charge carrier concentrations. The critical temperatures 

are determined from dc resistance as well as dc magnetization and ac 

susceptibility measurements. Other aspects of this investigation such as the 

preparation of the samples and same of the characterization were performed by 

other groups. The samples were prepared by J. Franck's group at the University 

of Alberta, who also performed some of the measurements (where noted). G.I. 

Sproufe of the National Research Council (NRC) in Ottawa performed SlMS 

(Secondary !on Mass Spectroscopy) on the samples to obtain an indication of 

the completeness of the isotopic substitution. Raman measurements conducted 

by J.C. Irwin's group at S.F.U. were performed, at various oxygen sites, to 

confirm the isotopic substitution. 

The second chapter provides background information concerning the 

isotope effect, properties of the system, and the effects of Pr, Ca, 

and Zn substitution. Chapter three is concerned with the sample preparation 

and characterization, and the design and operating principies of the 



experimental apparatus used for resistivity and magnetic measurements. 

Chapter fow provides a brief outlirie of the isotope effect in the BCS theory, and 

the two models used in comparison with our isotope data. Chapter iive reports 

on the method used far determining the critical temperature and the isotope shift. 

Chapters six through eight present the results of the magnetization, susceptibility 

and resistance measurements for the three series of data: Pr, Pr & Ca, and Zn 

substitutions respectively. Chapter nine discusses the results and the possible 

relationships between these results and the current theoretical calculations. 

Chapter ten closes with the concfusions. 



2.0 BACKGROUND 

This chapter deais with the general preparation method and 

characteristics of the high Tc superconductors that (may) have an effect on 

critical temperature; the effects of Pr, Ca, and Zn substitution on the 

YBa2Cu3076 system crystal structure and Tc; an outline of previous 

measurements performed on high Tc superconductors; and what to look for in 

the dc resistance and ac susceptibility and dc magnetization measurements. 

2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH 5 SUWRCONDUCTORS 

2.1 .I GENERAL PREPARATION 

The samples prepared are polycrystalline pellets as opposed to single 

crystals. There are two primary reasons for this choice. First, it is difficult to 

obtain large specimen single crystals. Second, the gaseous exchange of 

16Uf180 requires that the sample be porous enough to allow the oxygen to 

penetrate into the sample. As we desire as complete an oxygen substitution as 

possible, it was decided that a bulk ceramic material would be best. 

The preparation of bulk polycrystalline samples is via a ceramic 

processing technique. Oxides andlor carbonates of the metal constittients are 

thoroughly mixed via bait-milling machines, by hand via mortar and pestal, or 

through a chemical precipitation route. They then undergo an extensive heat 

treatment program similar to the following: 



1) react mixed powder in air at iernperaistres around 900•‹C fur a 

minimum of 24 hours 

2) regrind into powder 

repeat steps f f and 2)  several times (ustiaiiy two or three times) 

sintering : 

3) press into petfets (hydraulic press at a few kbar pressure) 

4) heat to around 950'C in oxygen for at !east several hours 

5) slowly coot to morn temperature (1 - 2% 'Chin) 

The above "shake and bake recipe" should not be taken as "the method" of 

preparation. The preparation o i  these compounds is far from an exact science 

and there are many different heat treatments used by practically every different 

group - with varying times, temperatures and cooling characteristics. Different 

preparation methods emphasize different characteristics; for example, the 

heating rate and the thoroughriess of mixing have a direct effect on the density 

of the material and hence the size of the pofycrysta!!ine grains? The precise 

preparation technique used fur our samples, designed 20 maintain a fully 

oxygenated system, is given in the fcitIowing chapter. The above recipe is a 

typicai method for obtaining a Y B a f l ~ ~ 0 ~ ~  supereonduclor with T,> 90K and 

6 < 0.1, and to minimize the amount of impurity phases present. During the 

calcination process, the precursors react in order to form YBa$u3Dy, and its 

basic crystal structure. The multiple regrindings are to help reduce the  Impurity 

phases that occur: primarily CuO, BaCuU2, and Y,-Ga5. A number of factors 







a .  

x~ z>ecorr;es 6a:9er mrl the I'iactio:? of the s~iperccndirctor which is fieid free 

becomes smaller. f bus the magnetic signal decreases, becoming 0 at PC as the 

penetration dep'ih b:-ecomes Infi~ite. 

As in the resistive case, the sharpness cf the itansition will depend on the 

purity and the t=rystallo.;raphic order. Again, the polycrystaiiine nature of the 

samples may resuir in two transitions; one from the diamagnetic shielding 

caused by the cz-tlpkg berweesl the grains and the other from the intrinsic 

diamagnetic shielding. The intrinsic transition will have the higher T',; however, 

these two transitions may not be separate enough to see them distinctly. The 

shwt  coherence lef.;$h, In hiah ., temperature superconductors, causes small 

regions of size < to underso noticeable fiuctuations when the superconductor is 

hefd near T, Whm the  fernperzture is just above Tc, these regions fluctuate 

into the supet.cofiductii.ng st&? artd when T is just below Tc, the regions fluctuate 

into the normal a These iiuctuations also occur in conventional 

s ~ p e i c ~ t t d ~ l ~ t o r ~  bhit are nc;ma!ly too small to be observed. The net effect of 

these fiucluatims is to widen !he transition from normal to superconducting 

 state^^^*^^= 

Cooling the material (ideztly to T =  OK) in zero field, applying a dc field, 

and measuring while warming the swperconductor through Tc is known as a ZFC 

fZem FieId Coding) e w e  znd demonstrates flux shielding (or flux exclusion). 

Goaling the superconductor through T, in the presence of an applied field is 

flux expufsienj. These two curves are the standard dc magnetization curves that 

&4 
are obtained. The zc susceptibiiiiy. x ,  given by %=%, measures the shielding 



properties of the superconductor recjardfess of whether warming or cooling. The 

temperature response of both the ac susceptibility and the dc magnetization is 

dependent on the shape of the sample. Demagnetizing factors and return-flux 

corrections are necezsary to account for this shape dependence in the overall 

magnitude of the signal. However, these factors are difficult to determine for 

materials with irregular shapes. The samples dealt with in this investigation are 

basically cylindrical in shape and even though calculations on these 

demagnetizing factors for cylinders41 and return-flux corrections42 (through the 

pick-up loop) do exist, no attempt will be made to incorporate them as the 

absolute magnitude of the signal is not a concern and all samples have roughly 

the same shape. 

For more information regarding the magnetic susceptibility of 

superconductors, the interested reader is referred to an article by R.B. Goldberg 

et al.43, "Alternating-Field Susceptometry and Magnetic Susceptibility of 

Superconductors" and references therein. 

2.1.4 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE, OXYGEN STOICHIOMETRY 

Superconducting YBafiu307 has an orthorhombic crystal structure 

whereas the tetragonal phase, YBa$u3O6 is not superconducting. The phase 

change from tetragonaf to orthorhxnbic normally occurs at an oxygen 

stoichiometry of 6 = 0.644, although significantly lower stoichiometries of 6 = 0.8 

were initially reported".". 



The YBafiu3UT4 (Figure 2.1) crystal structure is orthorhombic and is 

characterized by the space group Pmmm with a = 3.8198(1) A. b = 3.8849(1) A. 

and c= 11.6762(3)A when 6 = 0.1. The unit cell's c axis is nearly three times the 

a or b axis length which change slightly with 6. The copper atoms are situated 

on two inequivalent positions of the space group Pmmm and there are five 

inequivalent positions for the oxygen, labeled O(1) through 0(5). In the case 

6 = 0, the O(I), O(Z), U(3) and O(4) sites are fully occupied and the O(5) site is 

vacant. As the oxygen content, 6, increases, the 0(1)47 site becomes depleted 

and the O(5) site is filled. At 6 = 0.5, the O(5) and O(1) sites are both partially 

occupied (50%) artd upon reaching 6 = 1, O(1) and O(5) are both vacant giving a 

tetragonal crystal structure for YBa2Cu30& This structural instability between 

the tetragonal (semiconducting) and orthorhombic (superconducting) phases is a 

clear indication that oxygen plays a key role in superconductivity. The oxygen 

exists in these layered perovskites in Cu-O2 planes, Cu-O chains, and at the 

apical site - Of#). This apex oxygen is believed to play an important role in the 

oxygen isotope effecta. It is now generally accepted that the conduction takes 

place primarily in the Cu-O2 planes while the other intercalated layers provide a 

reservoir of carriers and possibly the 3-0 coupling mechanism. The clearest 

example for support for this is that the conductivity within the Cu-O2 plane (the a- 

b axis' plane) has been measured to be as much as lo5 times greater than the 

conductivity perpendicular to the plane (along the c - axis direction). 

The oxygen is "driven" out of the material for temperatures exceeding 

6SO.C in 1 afm of oxygen, the structure becomes tetragonal, and as the partial 

pressure of oxygen decreases. The tetragonal phase can exist to even lower 

temperaturesH. As the material cools, at an oxygen pressure of latm, the 

oxygen is reabsorbed ar;d the phase shifts to the orthorhornbic crystal structure. 



Figure 2.1 

Crystal Structure of YBa&u30, 

Both the orthorhombic ( x =  6, 6 = I ;  both O(7) and O(5) vacant) state and the 

tetragonal (x = 7,6 = 0; O(1) occupied and O(5) vacant) state are indicated. The 

0(5} oxygen site (empty circle) is vacant when 6 = 0 or 6 = 1, but becomes 

occupied with a change in 6 and is 50% occupied when 6 = 0.5. The apical 

oxygen site is O(4). 

The charge reservoir consisting of the Ba atoms and the Cu-0 chains (along the 

&axis) are shown. 

The conduction layer(s) consisting of the Cu-0, planes (a-b plane) are shown. 

The importance of the Y atoms to the coupling between the 2 Cu-0, planes can 

be seen. 



Conduction Layer 
- CuO, planes 

Charge Reservoir 
- CuO chains 



The mobility of the oxygen atoms in the crystal structure is dependent on 
-. temperature and decreases wiin decreasing temperature. I nus the amount o i  

oxygen absorbed, that is, the oxygen stoichiometry, depends on the cooling 

profile. In order to obtain oxygen deficient Y B a f i ~ ~ 0 ~ ~  (i.e. 6 = 0.22"), the 

material would be held at an elevated temperature (52O0C), with a reduced 

oxygen partial pressure (0.3atm), in the orthorhombic regime for a wmber of 

hours (75hr) and then rapidly quenched. The two standard methods of 

achieving a fully oxygenated material (6 = 0.1) are to cool the material slowly and 

continuously over a period of several hours, or to hold the temperature for 

several hours at a number of intermediate temperatures as the material cools. 

The fully oxygenated state has the most consistent oxygen concentration that 

can be achieved, and it also corresponds to the highest Tc that is attained. This 

turns out to be very important as the critical temperature is highly dependent on 

the oxygen concentration. As the oxygen concentration decreases (i.e. larger 6) ,  

so does the critical temperature until the crystal structure is no longer 

orthorhombic (6 2 0.6) and Tc = OK Current eviden~e44~46~49~50 suggests that 

there are two plateau regimes in which Tc changes only slightly with 6. A 90K 

plateau exists for oxygen stoichiometry of 0 1 6  2 0.2, and a 6OK plateau for 

0.3 51; 5 0.4. Outside these regimes T, changes dramatically with 8, a 30K 

change in Tc for a change of 0.1 in 6. The Raman active modes are also found 

to be dependent on the oxygen stoichiometry (section 3.6). 

The high mobility of oxygen at elevated temperatures allows this isotopic 

srrhstitutior? to occur with Iltt!e disruption of the crystal structure. The high 

mobility also means that the caicination process is best carried out in a gaseous 

environment that contains only the desired isotope - 160 or 180. The majority of 

r e ~ e a r c h e r s 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~  employ a gaseous exchange method of substitution in which 



pairs of 760 samples are placed in separate 1601780 environments for a parallel 

heal processing. Other g r ~ u p s ~ ~ ~ "  have used only !5Oi18CI starling constituents 

and environments and find shifts that agree with previous work. A test of the 

effectiveness of the gaseous exchange substitution method is to prepare a set of 

1601180 samples, measure the shift, resubstitute ' 6 0  for l8O and for I60 

and measure again. Franck et al.=l, using the preparation technique described 

in section 3.1, measured shifts of 0.65K for both situations. This is a good 

indication that the observed shifts are due to some type of an isotope effect. 

2.2 ELEMENTAL SUBSTITUTION - Pr, Ca, Zn 

There are two basic methods that can be used to change the critical 

temperature of the high Tc YBCO superconductor. One would be to change the 

substitution of one (or more) of the constituents of the superconductor and the 

other would be to change the oxygen stoichiometry. The stoichiometric 

precursor concentrations can be weighed out very accurately prior to the 

preparation of the sample while the oxygen stoichiometry can only be measured 

after the sample has been prepared. Partial substitution can be done with little 

effect on the crystal structure while at the time maintaining its fully oxygenated 

state. Because of the current experimental difficulties in obtaining consistent 

oxygen stoichiornetries (other than the nominal) and the effects that oxygen 

depletion has on the crystal structure, the second method is currently unsuitable 

for making isotope samples. 



It was discovered that the substitution of any of the lanthanide's for Y, with 

the exception of Ce, Pr, and Tb, yields a similar superconducting phase material 

with a critical temperature close to the Y  omp pound^^,^^. The substitution of a 

small amount of Ce and Tb for Y both yield a multiphase material whereas Pr 

substitution results in an orthorhombic single phase material (even though there 

is a small tendency to shift towards the tetragonal structure) throughout the 

entire concentration range, 0 5 x 5 1, in (YI,Prx)Ba2Cu307456. The increasing 

Pr concentration causes the critical temperature to fall continuously until at a 

concentration of x - 0.55, the material fails to be superconducting. A number of 

other properties are associated with the increase in Pr concentration. The 

normal state resistivity increases and begins to take on a semiconducting 

behaviour, the width of the transition increases, and the Meissner fraction 

decreases57. The changes in the transition width and the Meissner fraction are 

not likely to be intrinsic properties, but rather, due to the polycrystalline nature of 

the sample. Thus, comparisons are made with other polycrystalline materials. 

The cause of the depression of the critical temperature is not fully 

understood. Studies involving susceptibility measurements on the magnetic 

rn0ment56~58.59 indicate that Pr enters the material with a mixed valence state 

between '3 and +4 for Y (+3) with a magnetic moment of ~ 2 . 7 ~ ~  and reduces the 

number of carriers in the Cu-O2 planes. Evidence for a reduction in the number 

of holes was obtained from Hall-effect measurementsm. A second factor 

affecting Tc is thought to be the magnetic pair-breaking effects due to the 

hybridization of Pr 4f orbital with the hole conduction band57? Other studies, 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy", and electron energy loss spectroscopy62 



indicate that the Pr is strictly trivalent. The reduction in holes is then attributed to 

a localization of the mobiie holes. The interpretation of X-ray photoemission63 

and polarized Raman scattering studiesa was that this localization takes place at 

the Ba site. Lytle et a1.s using near edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(XANES) have determined that a small amount of the Pr substitutes for the Cu(2) 

site in the Cu-O2 planes with a valence of +4 while the rest of the Pr substitutes 

as +3 for Y. A recent models for the electronic structure of PrBa$u307 has 

been proposed which may help in clearing up some of the inconsisiency in the 

Pr valence measurements. 

Whatever the cause, it appears clear that the concentration of mobile 

holes is decreased with an increasing Prconcentration. 

The substitution of Zn into Y E ? ~ $ U ~ O ~ ~  has the effect of rapidly reducing 

the critical temperature. The linear dependence of Tc, the lack of any changes in 

the orthorhombic crystal structure, and the independence of the oxygen content 

with changes in the concentration of Zn67-71 are all common features observed in 

this system. The highest Zn concentration at which the material still remains 

superconducting varies from group to group but is in the range of 6% to 13.5%. 

There is great controversy over where the Zn substitutes and its rapid 

depression of the critical temperature is not well understood. Because the ionic 

radii of Zn (0.74A) and Cu (0.72~) are so close, it is reasonable to conclude that 

Zn wit1 substitute entirely for Cu. There are two possible sites for the 

substitution, & ( I )  and Cu(2), associated with the Cu-0 chains and Cu-O2 

planes respectively. For the Cu(7) site66J1, it has been surmised that the Zn, 



with its filled 3d orbitals, diminishes the overlap of the d orbital with the oxygen p 

orbita! which impairs the charge transfer process causing iocai disorder and this 

reduces the carrier concentration and hence depresses T,. The more 

convincing evidence has the Zn occupying the Cu(2) sitem7OS7*. In this case, it is 

believed that the lack of structural change indicates that the Cu(1) chain sites 

remained undisturbed. It is believed that the Cu(1) chain state has a mixed 

valence between +2 and +3 whereas Cu(2) is +2. Thus the Zn, with a +2 valence 

would prefer the CufZ] site. fn support of this is neutron scattering data and a 

study of the effects of Ga substitution for Zn in La1~85Sro.l&u0473 and 

YBa2C~307-66Q. Ga has a valency of +3, and would then tend to substitute for 

Cu(1) in YBa2m071 but since the Cu(1) do not play a major role in the 

mechanism for superconductivity, it would thus not affect Tc greatly - this was 

observed. Moreover, the La system consists only of Cu02 planes and thus the 

Ga would have to substitute in for a plane Cu atom. In fact, Zn and Ga depress 

T, in this system similarly. This indicates then that Zn substitution of Cu(2) in the 

Cu-02 plane, and not at the Cu(1) site of the Cu-O chains, is the leading cause 

of the depression of T,. Xiao et ai.73 have experimentally determined that the 

addition of the non-magnetic impurity Zn into the Cu-O2 planes then introduces a 

magnetic moment of approximately 1.0 to 1 . 2 ~ ~ .  

In regard to the hole concentrations, measurements to establish the 

carrier concentrations in this system also gave some conflicting results. Alloul et 

aL74, using NMR measurements claim no change in hole concentration (carried 

out OT!  OR!^ ORE doping concentrstion - 4% Zn), while others, using Hall 

measurements, repor! a slight i n~ rease7 '~~~  with an increasing Zn concentration. 

In the analysis by Shafer et ai.75, they have found an increase in the number of 

mobile holes per Cu site by the addition of Zn impurities. The increase in mobile 



sheet holes per Cu site jpshj leads to a decrease in the critical temperature, from 

* -.e a maximum T' at p,h = 0.22 lo Tc = OK at about p,h = u a .  A linear reiaiian 

between pSh and T, is proposed although the correlation is not particularly good. 

A similar result for Ca was found except that there was an increase in Tc before 

a decrease resulting in a maximum, occurring near psh= 0.22 as well. More 

regarding Ca substitution is given in the next section. 

Inevitably, there is more to learr: regarding the mechanism of the Tc 

depression for Zn substitution, as well as the effects on hole concentration. 

However, the current belief is that the increase in Zn leads to an increase in the 

concentration of mobile holes. 

There is little in the literature regarding the substitution of Ca for F9+75+76. 

X-ray measurements Indicate that the structure remains orthorhombic and single 

phase. It is alsr; believed that the addition of Ca may lead to a slight decrease in 

the oxygen stoichiometry. The analysis of Tokura et a176 on the effect of change 

in hole concentration in the Cu-02 plane and the oxygen stoichiometry leads to 

the conclusion that the Ba site acts as a center for the localization of holes. 

There is also believed to be no hybridization between the Ca and the valence- 

band states. The net effect is then that Cat2 adds holes to the unit cell - mainly 

in the Cu-O2 planes. 

In the investigation by Neumeier et al.", the effects of Pr and Ca 

s~b~i i tu i io i i  iogeiher were siuciied. l i i  the  20% Pr system into which Ca was 

doped, there was a net increase in the critical temperature by 2.5K at 10% Ca, 

and a net decrease of 1 .SKat 20% Ca. Both these and the resu!ts of Shafer74 on 



the modification of hole concentrati~ns, lead to the conclusion that an optimum 

hoie concentration f3: a maximum f, is an important characteristic feature of 

these layered copper-oxide superconductors. NeumeieP also proposed an 

expression for the cri:!cai temperature based on the concentrations of Pr, x, and 

Ca, y: 

T ~ ( x , Y )  = T , ~  - ~ i ~ - p x  i y ) < 3 - ~  
t2.11 

where T,, is the miiximtlm ~btaiftabie value of T, y is the optimal hole 

concentration, f3 is the deviztim of the effective valence of Pr from +3. The 

second term represents the eiiects of hole generation by Ca and hole filling (or 

iocafization) by Pr; The third term, -Bx, represents the overall depression of Tc 

due to Pr pair breaking interactions. A fit of their data give T,, = 97h:. A = 425K; 

y = 0.1; p = 0.95; and 8 = 96.5K The relative change in the mobile hole 

concentration is given by Ap = -P(xl'r) + y2 since there are two Cu02 planes per 

unit cell. 



setting 
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In this thesist !fir; c W A  temrjerarure of the supercs;nduclors is 

determined from srteasummms an t5ei.r ctsnductivity - res;s":ance and resrsttvity, 

and their magnetic prapefikes - t='c magnetization and ac siisceptrbmlity. The 

purpose of this chapter is to s c t W  1% sample prepasaxion method 2s we8 as to 

describe the exper;,menta! apparatus used in order obtain these v;iities. 



The experiment& technique is aivvays a prime concern jn any research. It 

ptays an imporEant rule in determining the validity of the results. tn the relatively 

new high T, research arena, one of the prime concerns is the sample 

preparation technique which tends to be slightly different for every research 

group. This is not unexpeded since we are still learning what the effects on the 

s3rnpie are that pertain to the different preparation procedures. Unfortunately, 

the quality of the sampfes and perhaps the experrmentaf technique as well as the 

rush to publish often fead to extraordinary results such as: irreproducible isotope 

shifts of 34Kfor IBOi'tiO and If Kfor an f7U\ffiO ~ubst i tut ion~; the previous lack 

of any observr j Isotope effect to the now well-established, but small, effect; or 

everl the lack of expelimental agreement on the substitution effects in 

Y B a f l ~ t ~ O ~ ~  noted in the previous chapter. It is therefore clear that a good 

understanding of the experimental technique is essential. 

The isotope effect in high temperature superconductors involves the 

comparison of the critical temperature between sets of two isotopically different 

sampfes. In this case, the substitution of 180 for 160 in a series of Zn, Pr, and 

Pr & Ca doped Y5a&u307& samples is investigated. it is therefore important 

that the samples be as sirnrlar as possible. As the different oxygen isotopes are 

unlikely to cause any structural differences, this essentially requires that both the 

composiiion stoichiumetry and the preparation technique be identical for both 

sampfes. 

Preparation of the superconducting compounds from the starting 

constituents requires the foliowing: 

1) measuring 2nd mixing the proper stoichiometric proportions; 



2) controiting the temperature profile of the samptes to a maximum of 

approximatet y 925" C; 

3) the substitution of 180 for ' 6 0  in the oxygen environment while the 

samples are being heat treated; and 

4) ensuring that aati samples undergo the same process, preferably at the 

same time. 

The samples were prepared at the University of Alberta, from high purity 

oxides and carbonates: Y $ ~ J  (Alpha, 99.99%), BaC03 (Jo hnson-Matt hey, 

99.995%), CuO (Anderson Laboratories, 99.999%), ZnO (BDH Inc., 99.99%), 

CaCU3 (6DH inc., 99.99%), and Pr6011 (Johnson-Matthey, 99.99%), all in 

powder form. For each different concentration, the stoichiometric proportions 

were mixed in an agate mortar in air. The powder was then placed in an 

afumina crucible for the calcination process. Following the calcination, the 

powders were weighed into three equal measures of approximately 250mg and 

formed into pellets, of diameter 6.35mm, in a hydraulic press at a pressure of 

4kbar. They were then placed in the parallel processing system, described next, 

for sintering. The calcination and sintering procedures for the three different sets 

of samples are somewhat differect and are given ir: sections 6.1, 7.1, and 8.1 for 

the Prr Pr & Ca, and the Zn series respectively. The procedures are desig~ed to 

obtain good single phase material (calcinating) that is fully oxygenated (sintering 

process) with 6 r 0.1. 

A single processing line within the closed parallel processing system 

(Figure 3.1) consists of a IOmm quartz tube which is connected to a 3mm quartz 

tube to form a U-tube. Connected to these tubes forming the closed line are an 

oxygen gas reservoir, a liquid oxygen trap, and a peristaltic pump with an oxygen 

impervious norprene tube. Three such closed systems are centered around a 



Paralfet Processing System. 

Sample 

Liquid 0 , 
Trap 

Figure 3.1. 

Gas 
Fill 

4 
Tank 

Top: vertical view of the fayout for the three processing lines and the position of 
the thermometer within the wen. 
Bottom: diagram for one of t h e  three  identical oxygen flow paths. 



Pt-Pf 13% Rh thermocoupie. also in a quartz tube, m d  placed in a temperature 

controlled vertical oven. The symmetry of the three tubes should ensure that 

each system wilf experience the same processing conditions. The samples are 

placed on a gold substrate at the bottom of the large U-tube. The entire closed 

system is then evacuated for 14-16 hours prior to any heating or oxygen 

introduction. A one litre supply of oxygen is admitted to each of the three 

processing lines. The liquid oxygen trap, maintained at the boiling point of 

oxygen, allows the trapping of unwanted gases such as water vapour and 

carbon dioxide. This is an excellent way to remove impurities. To keep the 

oxygen flowing and prevent it from condensing in the oxygen trap, the pressure 

in the closed system is maintained somewhat below atmospheric pressure at 

650-680mrn Hg, 

The resistance vs. temperature profile of identical samples, calcinated 

and sintered in the three parallel processing lines were compared, and excellent 

agreement among the samples was found after both the calcination and the 

sintering procedures (Figure 3.2). Thus we believe that samples placed in the 

three parallel processing system have undergone the same preparation. Two of 

the samples prepared have been exposed to 160 and the other to ' 8 0  (98.5% 

atomic purity). The third sample acts as a control allowing the comparison of the 

two 160 systems' samples, and any differences among the parallel processing 

systems should result in a difference in the properties of the two ' 6 0  pellets. 

From each pellet two pieces were cut and shaped: a flat thin bar (0.6mm x 

l ,mm x 6mm) f ~ :  resistivity measu~ements and a red ( I  mm dig. x 6mm Img) 

t;ilrhich is roughfy cy!Sndrical. The remaining pieces were used far Raman 

spectroscopy and to obtain the oxygen stoichiometry via SlMS measurement. 

The ceramic petlets are quite hard and very difficult to cut. They were mounted 
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Figure 3.2 

Resistance vs. temperature comparison of three ' 6 0  samples of YBa2C~3074 

prepared simuitaneousty in the parallel pracessing system. The filled symbols 

represent data taken after the calcination process, and the empty symbols are 

the same samples after the sintering process. 



on Imm thick glass slides with the aid of Crystal Bond, a low melting point 

adhesive that is soluble in acetone. The samples were then slowly cut with a 

band saw that utilizes a diamond blade. In order to keep the sample from 

overheating, the saw blade and sample were kept cool by spraying the blade at 

the entry point to the sample with methanol from a squeeze bottle. The two 

desired pieces are then mounted (individually) on an aluminum polishing jig and 

polished on #600 grit sandpaper to give flat surfaces. In the case of the rod, all 

four faces were done and the corners were sanded via a small file and a 0 0  grit 

sandpaper to remove sharp edges. Because of the heating involved in mounting 

and polishing the samples, as well as the heat created during cutting, the use of 

acetone to dissolve the Crystal Bond, and the use of methanol in cooling the 

sample during cutting, it is possible that this sample shaping procedure could 

affect the critical temperature. Prior to the sample shaping, four probe 

resistance measurements were performed on the pellets to provide a 

comparison for the resistivity measurements carried out on the bars. The 

resistivity curves however show little difference, if any, between them and the 

resistance curves. Thus, this method for sample shaping appears to have little, 

if any, effect on the sample characteristics. 

3.2 RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

The resistance/resistivity of the sample is measured by a four probe 

method. A constant current (typically J = 0.2 R/crn2) is applied and the voltage 

acres the szmple Is measured. The curren.t is reversed and a second 

nwasurerneni, Is made and the average is taken. The reversal of the current 

reduces errors due to thermal emf's in the leads and static charge build-up 

across the sample. 



The temperature profile of the resistance is obtained by lowering the 

sample, at the end sf a sampie stick, into a helium bath. The sample holder 

(Figilre 3.3) is an oxygen free, high conductivity (OFHC) copper block at the end 

of the sample stick. A thin layer of electrically insulating, high thermal 

conductivity epoxy (Stycast 2850FT) coats the copper where the sample is to be 

placed. The epoxy layer is also used to permanently mount the electrical solder 

posts to which contact to the sample is made. The sample is mounted using a 

small amount of Apiezon L grease to help with the thermal contact to the epoxy. 

Fine copper wire is used to make contact between the solder posts and the 

sample. Electrical contact to the sample is accomplished by means of a silver 

paint - ElectroDag (Acheson Colloids). Just beneath the sample, inside the 

copper block, a cylindrical thermometer (Lakeshore carbon glass resistor C6853 

- calibrated to National Standard over the range 4K to 3254 is mounted in a 

close tolerance hoie with a small amount of grease for thermal contact. An 

OFHC copper cap that screws onto the block is used to almost completely 

enclose the sample within an OFHC copper environment. The sample holder 

also contains a 220Q resistance heater to allow warming the sample without 

moving the stick. A small opening in the sample holder allows helium gas in the 

dip space to enter the sample and act as an exchange gas providing good 

thermal contact between the sample and the sample holder and hence, the 

thermometer. Inside the dip stick a thin-walled stainless steel tube contains the 

electrical connections from the sample and thermometer. These are 30 gauge, 

insulated copper wires running along the inside from the thermometer and 

electricat connections on the copper block to a hermetic connector 

(vacuumfpressure tight) at the top. The thin-walled stainless and thin electrical 

wires give very little heat conduction from room temperature at the top to the 
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Figure 3.3 

Sample holder used for resistivity measurements. The system is drawn to actual 

size. 



minimum of 4K attainable at the sample holder. Because the sample and the 

thermometer are both essentially enclosed within the same OFHC sample 

holder, the temperature of the sample and that of the thermometer should be the 

same. Also, the mass of the copper is much greater than that of both the 

sample and the thermometer together, thus temperature fluctuations between 

the sample and the thermometer will be small because of the good thermal 

reservoir of the sample holder. 

However, equivalent temperatures for both the thermometer and the 

sample are likely to occur only in an equilibrium situation. We find two effects 

predominant when changing temperature and measuring the resistance: the 

temperature lag between the thermometer and the sample, and the acquisition 

time involved in measuring the voltages and reading the thermometer (computer 

acquisition and voltmeter integration times). It is found that if the cooling rate is 

= 0.05Usec during the transition, then the cooling and warming curves agree to 

better than a 0.1 K difference. The thermal contaci 

the copper block does not seem to be important 

linked via a thin layer of Apiezon grease. It is 

uncertainty between the samples' temperature and t 

+ 0.05K. 

i between the peiletfbar and 

provided both are thermally 

believed that the maximum 

he calibrated thermometer is 

Mounted just above the copper sample holder is a small stainless steel 

dewar, with a separate supply and exhaust line. This a l l~ws the large copper 

mass to be precooled with liquid nitrogen to minimize the liquid helium boiloff 

- ~ ~ " r i a f n d  .NU.-IUU ulifb .rr. t VVV rfi4ing s l  r the large copper mass from room temperature to 77K. 

The Quantum Technology fnc. cryogenic cooler, model Quantumcooler 

4-2Kf8 (Figure 3-41, is a convenient source of liquid helium. The system 
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provides cooling via three helitim gas expansion stages, two Gifford-McMahon 

stages (stage 1 at 9OKand stage 2 at 5 4 4  and a Joule-Thompson stage (4.24. 

The cryocooler provides 114Wof cooling power (at 4.24 which maintains a pool 

of about 112 litre of fiquid helium (LHe). An in-line ball valve and O-ring seal at 

the top of the dip tube allow for easy insertion and removal of the sample stick. 

The dip tube contains helium gas and a relatively linear temperature variation 

exists between the top of the dewar (at 3004 and the thermal link between the 

second stage (at 15K) and the dip space. At the bottom of the dip tube is the 

third stage (at 4 - 2 4  and a pool of liquid helium. From the LHe level to the 

second stage, the temperature variation with distance is highly non-linear. The 

heat capacity of the cold helium is higher than the specific heat of the copper, 

and we find that moving the dip stick a small distance can cause large 

temperature changes and temperature oscillations, resulting in large 

temperature differences between the sample and the thermometer. This 

inconvenience is overcome by noting that if the entire sample block is dipped 

into the LHe and then allowed to warm (or is heated), the process occurs much 

more smoothly. Thus resistance measurements when T, < 16K are taken in two 

steps: first, cooling to about 16K, then moving the sample into the LHe to cool to 

4-24 lifting the sample just out of the liquid, and then measuring while applying a 

small amount of current to the heater. Even with an easily controlled amount of 

heat, there are stilt fluctuations, and it is estimated that the uncertainty in tile 

measurements where T c  16Kis approximately f 0.2K. 

Low field magnetic measurements, dc magnetization and ac susceptibility, 

were carried out on at1 pairs of samples. These measurements were performed 



using a non-commercial SQUID magnetometer. Unlike most commercial 

magnetometers, this system operates in the static mode - there are no moving 

coils or samples. This system (Figure 3.5), including the S.H.E. Corporation 

System 330 SQUID unit and electronics, allows the simultaneous measurement 

of the dc magnetization, ac susceptibility (in-phase) and ac losses (quadrature) 

as a function of temperature andfor applied magnetic field. The temperature of 

the sample can be varied from 4Kto > 100K in dc fields ranging from 0 to 1000e 

with an ac field in the range of 0 io 0.1 Oe. The system consists sf a liquid 

helium aewar, a set of magnetic iieid drive coils, pickup coils and SQUID system 

(Figure 3.6), and the sample stick and stick space - which allows the insertion of 

the sample into the magnetic fieids. Each of these systems will be described in 

some detail. 

3.3.3 DEWAR 

The dewar is a Superconducting Technology Inc. superinsulated dewar. 

it provides a 15 litre reservoir near the bottom for the LHe with a loss rate of 

about 2 l/day. The dewar is constructed from non-magnetic fiberglass and rests 

inside a p-metal cylinder closed at the bottom in order to reduce the influence of 

external rnag~etic fields. The Earth's magnetic field is effectively shielded down 

to the order of a few mGauss. The whole dewar is mounted in approximately 

30cm of sand and on a dense rubber pad to help reduce the effects of vibrations 

(floor or otherwise). 
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Furnctionai pa3 of :he SQUiD magnetometer - scaie drawir;g (except the  ;@ad 
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3.3.2 SAMPLE S f  lCK AND STICK SPACE 

The sample stick sits in a tube running from the top of the dewar down 

into the helium bath. The tube is constructed from thin walled stainless steel 

tubing to minimize heat conduction from the room temperature end to the LHa 

reservoir. An O-ring seal and an in-fine valve allow the sample stick to be 

entered or removed without letting any air into the stick space. The sample 

space can be (back-) filled with helium gas (boiloff from the liquid reservoir) or 

evacuated via a liquid nitrogen trapped diffusion pump system. By means of a 

number of in-line valves, the sample stick can be inserted and removed without 

exposing the sample space to air. It is extremely important to ensure that air is 

not trapped in the system as oxygen has a magnetic moment and even a small 

amount can have an effect on the signal due to the enormous sensitivity of this 

system. The part of the sample space that lies within the magnet drive and 

pickup coil system is made from epoxy. Conducting materials in (oscillating) 

magnetic fields have eddy currents and produce spurious fields. The sample 

stick is also constructed from thin-wailed stainless-steel (SS) tubing and can also 

be evacuated or fitted with helium. The sample stick space must be evacuated 

prior to insertion. At the bottom of the sampte stick our tong thin cylindrical 

sampte is mounted vertically on the end of a single crystal sapphire rod (5.5cm 

iong). The sapphire rob is cLft itat at the end to allow a maximum surface area of 

$he szmpfe l o  come intc contact with the rod. Samples are mounted with a small 

zmotjnt of Apiesoa i grease. The high thermal conductivity, good insulator 

characteristics, and non-magnetic nature of sapphire make it an excellent m u n t  

for the sampte. The other end of fhe  rod fits snugly into a OFHC copper block. 

The blwk aka =Mains a 220Q resistance heater and a thermometer. The 



thermometer is a Lakeshore Cryogenics carbon glass resistor (C11818) 

calibrated from 4Kto 325K. The thermometer leads are thermally anchored to 

the copper block to prevent heat conduction along the leads. A S.H.E. 

potentiometric conductance bridge model PCB is used to monitor the 

conductance of the thermometer and thus provide a temperature reading. 

The whole sampte assembly can be moved up and down by means of a 

set of two bellows connecting a small thin-walled S f  tube from the copper block 

at the bottom to a manipulator at the top. By moving the sample in and out of 

the pickup loop, the maximum amplitude of the expected signal can be 

determined which allows adjustment of the gain of the measuring equipment to 

give full scale readings prior to making any measurements. Full scale readings 

ensure that the maximum S/N ratios are obtained. 

By evacuating the sample space and applying current to the resistive 

heater, the temperature of the sample can be increased. A temperature 

difference between the thermometer and the sample is expected. There will be 

a lag due to the difference in heat conduction rates between the heater:copper 

blockdhermometer and the heatemopper bfock:sapphire rod:sample. It is 

important that the sample be in a high vacuum in order to minimize thermal 

conduction between the wails (at 4 - 2 4  and the sample by cold He gas - a good 

thermal conductor. This is why the tN2 trapped diffusion pump is used to pump 

out the space as opposed to just a mechanical pump. By just pumping on the 

samptz space, the vacuiim becomes high enoiigti t M  the heat ii~oiiiidioii along 

the SS tubing and down the e!edrica! leads overcomes the cc\o!!ng between the 

cold walls and the sample and the sample begins to warm up very slowly. At this 

point the heater is swikhed on, the current for the heater is ramped up slowly 

over a selected pen'crd of time to a desired current. A typicat run from 4K to 



about 1 OOK would take roughly 3Omin. This gives a temperature rate which is 

faster at low temperatures and slower at high temperatures (near T,) where the 

bulk of the transi'rion occurs. For measurements with lower T,'s, the amount sf 

current is reduced but the time remains the same. All pairs of samples were 

done at the same settings. Cooling curves were obtained by turning off the 

current and adding a very small amount of He exchange gas into the sample 

space. The amount of gas administered is difficult to control and thus the 

cooling rate may differ from run to run. Because of this lack of control on the 

cooling rate, ir, is not measured from the cooling curves. 

To obtain an idea of the tenperature variation characteristics, particularly 

at high temperatures, a Y & $ u ~ ~ ~ ~  single crystal was measured. The single 

crystal has a sharp transition making it ideal for this. On this single crystal, a 

comparison (Figure 3.7) was made among the transitions for the dc 

magnetization, ac susceptibility and dc resistance. Warming (70mAAOmin) and 

cooling measurements were performed for the dc magnetization and the ac 

susceptibility while the resistance measurement was performed during the 

cooling process only. The critical temperature computed from the warming 

curves (ZFC) for both the susceptibility and magnetization (f, = 94.44K) 

coincide, The cooling magnetic curves gave a somewhat lower value of 

T,= 94.245(, while the zero resistance gave a value of Tc = 94.24K and a linear 

extrapoiation of the resistive transition to zero gives a Tc= 94.28K. The 

resistance measurement Is likely to be the most accurate and this indicates that 

a difference of 0.2K should be expected for magnetic measurements, with Tc 

near 1 OOK. Of course, for lower T, values, one would expect this difference to 

be smalfer. Measurements carried out on lead Tc = 7K) and niobium (Tc = 17K) 
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Figure 3.7 

Temperature comparison among dc magnetization, ac susceptibility, and 

resistance measurements. 

Comparison of f, via ZFC, FC, susceptibility ( X I ) ,  and resistance measurements 

performed on a single crystal. 1, = 94.28K resistively, Tc= 94.44K 

magneticafly upon warming and Tc = 94.24K magneticafly upon cooling. 



samples indicate no difference within the accuracy of the thermometry of 

2 0.05K. 

3.3.3 SQUID 

The heart of the magnetometer is the S.H.E. model 330 Superconducting 

Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) system. The system consists of a 

toroidal SQUID (TSQ) weak-link sensor, rf drive head and control electronics 

(Figure 3.8). The sensor is located in the helium bath within a superconducting 

niobium canister to shield it from outside field effects. A r-f coil and a signal coil 

are also within the canister. The rf coil is part of a capacitively tuned circuit that 

is lightly coupled to the SQUID. The circuit operates at a resonance of 30MHz 

and employs a phase sensitive detector and feedback to detect the effects that 

occur due to the coupling of the signal coil to the SQUID. The electronics 

(S.H.E. Model 30 control unit) are tuned to respond to feedback changes that 

correspond full scale (on its most sensitive setting) to one quantum of flux (a,) 

change within the SQUID. This flux quantum change corresponds linearly to a 

ImA feedback currer,t for the TSQ sensor. Thus by monitoring the feedback 

current, the unit behaves as a microammeter sensitive to a flux resolution of 1 

Go (lV1' Gauss). As the feedback electronics is set up to maintain a constant 

amount of flux trapped within the SQUID, this is known as the flux-locked 

operation of the SQU1D. An external digital flux counter (S.H.E. model DFC) 

keeps track of each Integral flux quantum, as well as the fraction of flux quantum, 

that the pickup coifs couple into the SQUID. 
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Electronic schematic of the SQUID. 



3.3.4 FLUX TRANSFQRMER 

The signal in the sample is coupled to the SQUID by means of a flux 

transformer. The SQUID signal coil is connected, via a niobium screw block, to 

two pickup coils residing in the uniform magnetic field regime created by the ac 

and dc field drive coits. The sample sits within one pickup coil, and the two coils 

are far enough apart that the sample does not affect the other pickup coil. The 

two coils are wound in opposition f l ~ i i i  superconducting wire and along with the 

superconducting signal coil form the superconducting flux transformer. Thus a 

change in the magnetization of the sample is coupled into the SQUID. 

The leads from the pickup coils are tightly twisted to minimize their self 

inductance. A resistive heater beside part of the leads allows that part of the flux 

transformer to go into the normal state. In the normal state, any current induced 

in the flux transformer by the dc drive coil will quickly decay. This is done to 

prevent flux from being trapped within the SQUID when introducing or removing 

a large dc field as well as the fact that large amo~ints or very rapid changes of 

flux within the SQUID may affect the flux locked operation or even damage the 

Josephson junction. 

The two pickup coils are 7 turns each, 0.8mm long, 5mm in diameter and 

are separated by 28mm. The samptes used are long cylindrical-like samples 

approximately 6mm in length. The sample is centered in the top pickup loop and 

remains far enough away from the bottom loop so as not to interfere with its 

compensation responsibitities. 



3.3.5 DC MAGNET COIL 

A uniform static field, 0-1 000e in strength, is produced inside a solenoid, 

EOmm in iength and 16mm in diameter, constructed from superconducting 

QSn wire with copper cladding (Supercon T48B). The dc current is supplied 

by a battery powered S.H.E. constant current supply. The field constant was 

measured to be approximately 10e/mA. By driving a section of the closed loop 

normal, using a resistively heated shunt, a current can be injected (or removed) 

from the solenoid. Allowing the normal part to go superconducting again traps 

the current in a circulating "persistent" mode. Thus, a very stable, noise free, 

static (dc) field can be maintained without the use of an externally supplied 

voltage. 

3.3.6 AC MAGNET COIL 

The ac magnet coil is also constructed from superconducting wire 

although it does not operzte in a persistent mode. Its power is supplied via the 

S.H.E. model RBU ac impedance bridge. The ac operates at a frequency of 

160Hz and an adjustable ampiitude 0-0.1 0e. The ac field strength is adjusted 

so that it is smaller than the dc field. In reality, the two pickup coils will not be in 

perfect balance and hence another "compensation" coil is added around the 

lower pickup coil. The ac impedance bridge supplies an inphase and quadrature 

adjustment, relative to the ac coil, to the compensation coil. Both the ac coil and 

4s.- -- ...A en+:-- --:i La-.- I-.** -.--- &-I+-"- + u - e L ~ A  :'*.-A. -L.-.,A +La u s e  L U I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ U I E  LUII I I ~ V ~ :  IUW z i i t a i s  (atmu reu pat avuvc 11 tc: magfieb) to 

eiiminate arty rf noise th& might intarfere with the opera?t!im of the SQU!D. A 

frequency signat from the bridge is supplied to a Princeton Applied Research 

(PAR) model 5204 lock-in anatyzer (bi-phase sensitive detector) as a reference 



for the ac output of the S H E .  Model 30 control unit. Both ac and dc 

measurements are performed at the same time. The dc and ac sensitivities on 

the lock-in amplifier and ac field strengths on the impedance bridge are adjusted 

to give a full scale signal for a complete transition from the superconducting to 

the normal state. The entire coil system is contained within a superconducting 

lead cylinder closed at the bottom. This provides excellent shielding from 

external magnetic fields. 

3.4 COMPUTER SYSTEM 

The S.H.E. digital fluxcounter (DFC) and potentiometric conductance 

bridge (PCB) have binary coded decimal outputs which are interfaced to an 

lOTech System-488 digital interface box connected via an IEEE-488 bus to an 

IBM 386 compatible computer. The ac inphase and quadrature outputs of the 

P.A.R. lock-in analyzer are connected to the 12 bit MetraByte Model DAS-8PGA 

analog to digital converter (0.24mV resolution) within the computer. The 

Lakeshore model 820 thermometer, Keithley model 220 programmable current 

source, and Keithley model 196 digital multimeter are also controlled on the 

IEEE-488 bus. The speed at which measurements can be made is dependent 

on the measuring equipment and not the computer. This can play an important 

rob as transitions can be quite sharp and slow instrumentation may mean the 

loss of very valuable data during these transitions. AII instruments have a 

minimum integration time in which the measurement is made. The IEEE-488 

instruments tend to have the longest integration times and are thus the limiting 

factor on the number of measurements that can be made per second. The 

SQUID magnetometer equipment operates quite rapidly obtaining data at a rate 

as fast as 3 measurements per second. The resistance equipment operates 



somewhat slower at 2 measurements per second. To prevent the accumulation 

of extremely large data files, oniy during the transition is the data kept at the 

maximum acquisition rate; at other times, the data is collected only after a 

specified change in temperature has occurred. 

3.5 X-RAY CHARACTERIZATlQN 

The orthorhcwntsic structure of the samples was confirmed via X-ray 

measurements utilizing the Cu Ka @=I S40598~) Bragg diffraction peaks. A 

typical X-ray measurement spectrogram is given in Figure 3.9 with the fO 0 I] 

peaks labeled. The lattice constants obtained for the unsubstituted samples 

were in the range of: a = 3.820 to 3.838 i 0 . 0 0 3 ~ ~  b = 3.880 to 3.892 + 0.003~, 

and c = 11.661 to 11.673 + 0.003~, which agree well with the accepted 

values44-46. The effect of the increasing Pr substitution was a small linear 

increase in the lattice constants. There was no observable effect on the lattice 

parameters for the Zn and Ca substitutions. Essentially all the peaks observed 

can be accounted for from the values in Table 3.1 - calculated from the above 

lattice constants. The main impurities expected have characteristic lines (Figure 

3.10) which were not observed to any substantial amount in the spectrum. 

BaCuU2 has a strong tripfe peak in the range 2 0  = 27"-30". I t  was observed 

(Figure 3.1 1) that the earlier samples, Pr and Ca substitutions, had a small 

amount (< 3%) of this non superconducting phase material present. The other 

two predominant phases one could expect, Y2Cu& and CuO with major peaks 

at 2 0 =  33 25' and 33.25" and 20 = 35.5" and 38.75' respectively, are not 

present. The later samples, the Zn substitutions, did not show any impurity 

phases at the X-ray detection fevef. 
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Figure 3.9 

Characteristic X-ray sprectwm for a Y08PrOf l f i ~3076  160 poiycrystalline 

sample. Numbers in brackets represent the Mitier indices (O,Ct,l) used to 

determine the c-axis parameter. Other peaks can be identified by checking with 

TabIe 3.1. 
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The X-ray spectrum was alcuEateb wing the orthorhombic crystai structure with 

lattice parameters a = 3.829A; b = 3.886A; and c = 11 . ~ w A  using the Cu X-ray 
tine Ka= 1-540598~. The tietters in the 'peak' column represent: y = major peak; 
m = minor peak; n = no peak obselved lor the given Mitier indices h,k,and 1. 



Figure 3.5 0 

X-ray spectra of common Y E ~ ~ ~ Q - J O ~ ~  impurities. f h e  three main irnpuritiss 

that are fwnd are Y$U&~ &0, and BaCu02 Expefirnenzai measurements 

made on prepared pc~vdsrs of these inpwiries a r e  shftwrt. 

T tire two peaks of Y&t"S5 near 2 0  = 33.25' and 33.25' are characteristic of 

this phase. 

The two peaks of CuO nezr 2 0  = 35.5" afid 38.75" are eharacreristic of this  

impurity phase. 

f be BaC~0~:rlplef peak near 2 0  = 27.75', 28.5 , and 30.5 IS pefha~s t h e  most 

common impurity phase found. 
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Figure 3.1 1 

Compzrison of X-ray spectra of Y O * L 3 P ~  @a&g107-6 and those  of the  common 

imptr:i:ies. T h e  amplitude of t h e  Y B ~ $ U . ? O ~ ~  - peaks  (solid tines) in the  region 

around the main peaks of the three common impurities [dotted lines) have been 

entarged greatiy to ad in tge compagscn rtf t he  position of the  peaks. 

.4 the ffp IS the YL-f7ffL43 g h s e  materia!. As the charaderir$ic peaks do not 

appear in t h e  YBCO speGmm we conclude that this p h a s e  Es not present  (to 

within the resolution of the sper=frometer;l. 

In the middte is the CuO phase nss!eriai. Again, t h e  characteristic peaks for this 

phase are not found. 

At the botjorn is t h e  8aGuO2 phase material. Here w e  see that t h e s e  impurity 

peaks are found in ths YECO specrmm. The strength of fhe impurity signal is 

e . The Y6CO has k e n  enIarsed 25x in cumparison to BaGuO;, 

spectrum in order to see this imps:%gf. Sirnhr measitrernen!s at the  University of 

Alberta indicate an upper k n i t  of 3% present ol this impurity phase- 
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Raman neasfiiements provide information pertaining to the phonon 

frequencies within the crystat structure. in investigating the isotope effect, it is 

necessary to confirm that the isotope substitution has taken place. Because the 

phonan frequencies are dependent on lattice vibrations which are in turn 

dependent on the mass of the atoms involved, a shift in the frequencies 

associated with that element shot'tb be seen as evidence that the isotope has 

been successfully substituted. If we make an analogy with a simpte oscillating 

mass, rn, on a spring, of spring constant K, the mass will have a harmonic 

frequency of w = (dm)% . Substituting a higher mass element should then lead 

to a tower frequency. 

There are three main frequency bands associated with the phonons that 

originate from oxygen vibrations in the f/Ba$u307 system. They are generallly 

accepted to be due to: 

I )  340cnrt - an out-of-phase vertical (c-axis) displacement of the 

Cu-O plane oxygen ions 0(2f and U(3.  

2) 430cm1 - an in-phase vibration mode of 0(2$ and O(3). 

3) 500emr - axiat stretch mode of the Crr-O chair: site Of41 atom. 

Thew does nat appear $9 be an active Raman mode corresporiding to 

O)f) vibrations, but there is an Infared mode which does. 

The expected shift of these p h m m  modes with the substitution of ' 8 0  for 

160 is expected to be 5.0%75- AS menfioned earlier, the  frequency is linked to 

the oxygen staichiomet~p3 f f i e  5 0 ~ d  peak SMS $0 a i o~e i  frequency and 



the 430cm-3 and 34Gcm-1 peaks shift io a higher frequency with a decrease in 

?he oxygen stoichlometq. Thus, the crbseniratior! of a decrease I!! the frequency 

shift for aft three modes in isotope substitution measurements provides a more 

convincing argument that the sttOstitution has taken place than measurements 

by weight change or SlMS analysis. 

Far-infared reflectivity measurements along with Raman measurementss0 

reveal that all the oxygen active frequencies measured shifted to a lower value 

when 180 is subsiituted for $60 and all the shifts correspond closely to the 

expected theoreticai values. ft was determined that the oxygen substitution was 

86% complete and that afl oxygen sites are substituted to some degree. A 

Raman investigation82 on the homogeneity of the oxygen substitution indicates 

that the the apical oxygen site was not as completely substituted as were the 

Of2) and 0(3) sites. As the apical oxygen is believed to play an important role in 

the isotope effecta, this is of some concern- 

A typical Raman measurement, performed on the 8.75% Zn substituted 

YBCO, is given in Figure 3.12. Here, a downshift in the three active oxygen 

Raman mod2s of li7cmt at 340cnrI, 22cm1 at 430cm1, and 26cm1 at 

500cmf with s~bslitution, corresponds to a 5.096, 5.1% and 5.2% change as is 

expected. The farge background noise found in these measurements is likely 

due to the handting of the samples prior to making the measurements. 
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Figure 3.1 2 

Characteristic Raman spectrum for a pair of oxygen '%Vf80 isotope samples of 

YBadC~on &- V-41 a r 2 f l n  V-UUe 0 ~ 7 s ! & ~ ~ -  - V The dis!ind shift to a lower frequency for Raman 

active oxygen modes: 340 cm', 430 cml and 501 cm7 can be seen with the  

substitution of the heavier isotope $80 for 



3-7 SfMS CHARACTERIZATION 

The extent of the $80 substitution is obtained from SlMS measurements 

and is reported in a table in each of the respective sections of chapters 6, 7 and 

8. Generally, the concentration of atomic ' 80 ,  which is indicative of the 

completeness of the  substitution is in the range of 75% to 92%. 

The oxygen mntent was determined by iodometric titration. There was 

little change in the oxygen stoichiometry, varying from 6.92 rt 0.03 to a maximum 

of 6.94 + 0.03. The oxygen stoichiometry is thus not likely to be a factor in any 

of the measurements. 



4 THEORY 

There is as yet no theory which correctly describes the behaviour of the 

high temperature superconduciors. The BCS theory falis short in explaining 

many of the characteristics of the new materials. The absence of an isotope 

effect in early measurements drew much of the theoretical community away from 

phonons playing an important role in the mechanism for high Tc 

superccnductivity. With the proven existence of an isotope effect, some 

attention has been refocused on the use of phonons. The discovery of the 

isotope coefficient's dependency on concentration x in the La2_,SrXCuO4 (LSCO) 

system34 has lead to a number oi proposals to account for this dependency. 

Models such as a phonon modified Fermi-liquid82, pair breaking83 and the use of 

an energy-dependent electronic density of k v e  been proposed. 

This chapter is set up into three sections. The first section briefly 

discusses the BCS theory and how the isotope coefficient is obtained from it. 

The second section deals with Van Hove singularity (VHS) calculations 

introduced into the BCS formalism and the last section approaches the isotope 

effect in high Tc superconductors through the use of the EIiashberg equations. 

Each section is meant to highlight some of the more important aspects and not 

as a review of each respective topic. For a review, there exists a large number 

of books and review articfes covering c o n ~ e n t i o n a f ~ ~ ~ ~  and high Tc 

supercunducfivity~~, Van Hove singularities"2-% as welt as Eliashberg 

fhe0ry9~,%~ a few of which are refereaced here. 



4.1 ISOTOPE EFFECT IN THE BCS THEORY 

The motion of an efectron through the lattice causes a distortion in the 

lattice. This distortiofi gives rise to a phonon which then affects a second 

electron. The process, being a virtual one, is given visually in Figure 4.1. Here 

an electron i;f wave vector, kt, emits a phonon, q, which is then absorbed by 

electron, kZ1 scattering it into state kpq. As a consequence of the uncertainty 

principle and the very short fifetime of the phonon, energy does not need to be 

conserved. The nature of the resulting phonon mediated electron - electron 

interaction is then dependent on the magnitude of the Coulomb repulsion and 

the attraction between the second electron and the positive charge fluctuation 

around the first electron created by the lattice distortion. If the attractive phonon 

energy, ho,, is greater thzn the repulsive electronic energy, the interaction is 

attractive and results in a bound Cooper pair. This is the basic interaction 

responsible for supercondudivity. 

Figure 4.f 

Visuaf representation of the eiectron-phonon interaction. 



Cooper showed that if there was a net attraction between a pair of 

electrons just above the Fermi surface, these electrons can form a quasi-bound 

pair in a state of lower energy. The electrons for which this can occur (as a 

result of the phonon interaction) lie in a thin sheli of width = h, (average 

phon~n energy of the material). It was also shown that the most general state in 

which the electrons can be found is a linear superposition of pairs of quasi- 

particle states, and from conservation of momentum, these states should have a 

common momentum (kl + k2= K). It is also energetically more favourable to 

restrict the pairs to those of opposite spin. 

The correiaiion energy for the eiectron - phonon - electron interaction is 

quite small = ~ o - ~ - I o - ~  eV, compared to the 10 - 20 eV for the Fermi energy. 

The BCS theory makes "Ie assumption that for superconductivity, the zero 

energy of the system is the normal ground state energy, leaving the ground state 

energy of the superconducting staie due solely to the correlation between the 

Cooper pair (of opposite spin electrons) and the momentum (by phonon and 

screened Coulomb interaction). The ground state of this system will occur when 

we have the largest number of possible transitions, and this occurs when 

The transition of an electron pair from 

(kT, - kL) to (k" >- k%) 



Because of the si,milarity in the superconducting characteristics of a 

number of different materials, BCS made the assumption that Vkkp is isotropic 

and constant relative to the Fermi surface, when the Fermi particle energy, ~ k ,  is 

below the average phonon enetgy, and vanishes elsewhere: 

V = V  ; €,EW 4 Am, 

= O  ; otherwise. 

Then 

let hk = probability that states k,-k are occupied by a pair of electrons 

k t  fk = probability of occupation of state k or -k by a single normal electron 

I-2& = probabitiiy that neither state k nor -k is occupied by a single 

normat electron 

the kinetic energy of the system is given by 

f he entropy of a Fermi particle is 

Minimizing the free energy 



and minimizing with respect to hk gives 

were ~ ( 7 )  is the energy of the electron pair at ternperzture T, 

Setting 

and solving for hk gives 

Solvirtg (self consistently) fur r(T) we get 

By converting the s u m  over k'io an integral, noting that V = 0 for energies above 

fiw,, and that at the critical temperature, &(TJ = 0 as all the pair states are 

broken up, we are [eft with 



where N(0) is the density of electronic states (DOS) of me spin in the normal 

metal at the Fermi si;?ase. In the limit of k,T,c< Am,, known as the weak 

corrpfing limit. th is  reduces to 

and as m, "C M-'~,  we can see the dependence of the critical temperature on 

ihe mass, and hence the isotope effect, with the isotope coefficient ct = If,. The 

catcutation produced here is based on a monatcmic superconductor. In the case 

uf more then one element with mass Mi? each wit/ have its own (different) isotope 

c~efficiext ai, st'ch tkat 

Not all of the conventional superconductors have their isotope coefficients 

u = I/,. fn fact, a large number of superconductors have a < $!, (Table 4.1). This 

is attrib~fted to the simplifying assumptions made in the  basic BCS theory. 

Perhaps the aain contribtrticga being cegtected is the Catiiomb interaction, which 

may need to be inctuded in order to xt:ounl for the discrepancy between theory 

and experiment. Gadand-chose a V t h t  was dependent on the isotopic mass, 

and arrived at a modified expression for the isotope exponent a' = u f 1 -<), which 

was found to give good agreement with a number of materials. Calculations 

based on modifications tc the  cutoff energy, ha,, have been made by S~ihart'~. 

and Morel and PtnbersorPs who obtain deviations from a = I/, that are in very 

g d  zgreement watiTlh same expeiirneo3al results and yet, siot with o'ifiers These 

czaIcrrlalions are baseii on the E1iashSerg equations which are disctissed rater in 

seeii~n 4-3, 



Table 4.5 %*. Isotope coefficisrats of some canvenlional superconductors. BCS 
theory predicts a = V:", for aie s u j i e r c ~ l i d u ~ Z ~ r ~ .  The theoietlcaf calculations of 

Garland, Swihart, and More2 and Anbmmn are based on nodlficraticns to the  

BCS thertryf via the EEiashbe:g ~ U & ? Z E S .  



4.2 lSOTOPE EFFECT - VAN HOVE SlNGULARlTY (HIGH T,) 



One of the  high T, band sbrtcture features discovered is that the Fermi 

surface of the Cu-Op - planes in LSCO is afmost exactiy a t  t h e  VHS when 

x =  0.15"jsl W % C ~  a h  cr;t:zesponds to t he  maximum 7, of this system. The 

use of stme-boson ~ezn-dieid Sartd structure calcila!ions for the Ca02 

systems'-.'" have atso indicated that the  Ferrni level is pinned very close to this 

logarithmic singr~larijy~ Th;zs, Tsuei e: ai.w have placed the  logarithmic VHS very 

near to the Ferrni ece:gy ta aceom: f3;;he high T,'s (near 40K). By assuming a 

togarithmic DOS, 

which is symmetric aisoui rhe singuiafiry, and ignoring the Cuukmb interaction, 

worries equation f4.121 tkielz b, 



the expressions for Sf, a d  u near t h e  singularity become 

where it is assumed tha2 t h e  energy difference 6 < 2k,Tc- 

Equaltti~ns [4.t8J and f4:9j are vaM oniy near the singularity, 6 = 0. They show 

that a is a minimum when T, e+ is a maximum. figure 4.2 gives a piat of fr. and Tc 

vs. 6 by soiving equation l4.76j seid consistentfy fur  Tc and u, where ct was 

calcazEated from: 



Van Hove singularity caicuEztIgns !or high T, materials. 

Top: VHS cafceriallons of Tsuei et at.= to modei the  tSC0 sys tem.  

Middle: Our extension of the a b v e  cakcufation to a supercanductor with a 

-r, = 90K. 

Bottom: Modified VHS cii!cisla$ion of 1Ne;~ns"~. 

In ali cases a is a minimcm at the- maximum f, anb therr begifis to increase with 

decreasing f,, The decrease in a at the  iarbiest T,'s see3 in the top and middle 

graphs is not believed to Se ;real but ;SO aniiact resulting from t he  firnits imposed 

an the numericat infegrajion. 





wEfh T, rue note that the higher maximum Tc calcuiation has a much stronger  ru 

variaflsn with 7, wit5 zven iar.ser vaiues i?ii w obtainable. 

The mechanism kx the pairing ctf electrons for superconductivity in the 

high J, materiais seems un%ikei"y to be dire entirely to the  sffects of phonons and 

s o m e  sccotfnt of an elrzcZofiic ;=;rn:iiSti;Ion needs to be takei.1. Newns et at-107 

extended the tfSS ca!cSa;iar)s by removing the constrain', of a constant walue for 

the electron pair sx%ering m&ix If !o better present a more reafistir, 

contribution from the CouEomb interaction. Their goal was to obtain an electron 

pairing mechanism t b :  ~+t;ijdd lead :a a high T, and Iow isatope shifts. The 

mechanism is based en a strgngly interacting quasi-2D eieCtrun system with a 

logarithmic VHS near the fermi energy In the DOS. Some of the underlying 

physics and mathema$Ecat csFculaticms in their paper are beyand the  knowledge 

of the author; hcwewzr, the i~pos':ancs 0% the resuits of their caicu2ations for a 

material with a Tc of order 90K can be seen I Q  the  bottom graph of Figure 4.2 

(NeuunsIa7). 

Because Zhe DOS is symme!r;c about the Fermi energy &in all cases), i t  is 

not surprising to see aRat b ~ t h  T, - and u are aisz, symmetric, with their resp@Cfiv@ 

maxima and minima corresp3nding t,c d = 0- In eem2anssn with the prevlous 

caicutaticns, the abdi$Em @f rhe e!ect:mtc pairing mechanism resi~lrs in a much 

kiss sensi$iv.de variation cf the issitape c~egicient with the cRanr;es In the DQS, as 

weIL as a much sm&Fer v & u ~  The bw values sf u (miaimurn of u = 0.1) are 

more &$&Ekg,.e & th~se e ~ & ' $ & & ~  in exwiEmentc, an 90K s ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ c f g f ~  

fn = 0-05) than the pr&ar;s c&da~iorSs value of rr, = 0.2. The critical 

temperature a i s ~  dmps mare: r;ap;d!y with increasing dspang. Low values of (I, 

exist for reiaBvely high T& and high a 'ial~es D R J ~  for !he !owes4 7,'s + and even 

then a = Y2 



The retationship between f, and a is mediated by the energy difference 

between the peak in the DQS and t h e  Ferrni energy. This difference in energy is 

attributed to the change En the  carrier concentration (from its optimum value for a 

maximized 1,) of the materiaf, Oniy a iinear refationship between the carrier 

cancentration and F uvouid impiy the symmetric behaviour noted here. tn the 

tSCO system, this s y n m e t y  abcnt the optimum hole concentration does not 

exist. However, the refationstsip between the carrier concentration, and the shift 

in energy, 6, is not yet known. 

A number of qs.esti,-ns and pr~b tems  pfagtie the fagarithmic V H S  method 

described above. For exampk. is the need for a togafithmic VHS necessary? 

R. Combescot"g acd Xmg et 2LtG53- [a~;long others) have ~otE?d that any  strongly 

varyfng DOS w3t Eesfd =!G a deviatisn from tr = V2 and that the extremely low 

vatrres of dfte isatope coftft-tcie2t observed, e.g. a = 0.02 and the high critical 

temperatures req3Ere unfikeiy assm@fr;-ns and values for the parameters in this 

mode!. Another quesEm is whea3e: 83e use of a ctiraff frequency at the Debye 

energy is a valid assumptian. 

On a qtfaiit;a:ive b&s, rhe azuEations based an ",he logarithmic YHS in 

the DQS are abfe to a~c3unP d m  a number af observed experimental 

e f f e ~ t s ~ ~ $ ~ - = ~ @ :  the refatia~ship between the hote concentrafictn and the 

c:itical temperature; :he :eEa:lomhiip between t h e  ho2e ccncentration and the 

isotope exponent; the Fis~ea: ~ ~ r m a I  sta:e resistivity; specific heat properties; and 

pressure effects. Hawveir, there 3s ~$311  much debate an the validity of the 

metharfs and ';he cmclusions OX these aftd sin%%; types of theorericai 

catculations in the comnsn*, 



4.3 SOTOPE EFFECT - ELBASHBERG EQllAliOMS (HIGH Tc) 

One of the mosa s u c c e ~ i t i f  expans ions  of BGS theory Is t h e  approach  

taken by Efiashberg"'. Here. a formal Green ' s  function approach  is u s e d  t o  

incfude the  cfetaiis of the eiectran-phonon interaction into t h e  theory. Although 

t h e  theory is quite useful in obtaining experimental observables ,  it lacks a n  

anaiyticaf form, and saivtiofis are obtained through numericaif y solving t h e  

equations self-consigently.  There are a number  of different forms {kernels) for 

the Etiashberg equations. the choice of which depends o n  t h e  effect being 

modeled. fn a!! cases; the  Imponant pa rame te r s  are t h e  spectral  function 

a 2 F ( a )  a n d  p'. Here a(@ is the  electron-phonon coupling te rm ( squa red  

indicates t ha t  a pair of electrons are involved), em)  is t he  phonon  frequency 

disiribution jphanen DOS], and p* is the  effective Couiomb repulsion. 

At T, the linearized EIlasiiSerg equations3T0 a r e  given by 

where 



arid 

a n d  io, = ilrT(2an-f) , m =  0, kf, G!,... a r e  t h e  Matsubara frequencies for 

ferrnions, b(iw,) a r e  t h e  FAatsubara g a p s ,  Z(io,) is t h e  mass renarmatization 

fundion,  a n d  t h e  polentiai, p*, has b e e n  renormalized using a cutoff frequency, 

0 3 ~ ,  for fhe  Coutomb inte~.ac t ion~~.  T h e  frequency used for t h e  cutoff is typically 

t h e  highest frequency of the pttonon spectrum. 

The value af ct2~[w)  c a n  be experimentally determined from tunneling 

dafa  but more often the dimensicniess parameter ,  h = L f O )  (different from the  

s tandard  u s e  of k, as the penetralion c(;epthj, is introduced as a m e a s u r e  of t h e  

strength of u2F[wj and hence the electron-phonon coupling. A s e c o n d  

parameter,  q,, is atso intrduced, where 

T h e  vaflre of ;t gives an InbPcalion of which phonons  in a2 f fw )  play a n  

important role. Far iarge i_ p= :), it is t he  low frequency phonons  wnich 

contribute while if k-> O, it is the  high frequency phonons  which a r e  important. 

The first case is knczwsl as the sfrang-coupling case* T h e  s e c o n d  case is t he  

weak-ccupting h i t ,  and in fact, the: BCS equations car: be obtzined in this limit 

where t h e  BCS N(8)V term is replaced by fa-p*)!( i+l f .  The parameter  a,, 

represents  the  average phanon frequency of t h e  a2flaf spectrum a n d  is u s e d  

as a replacement for a2F{w). ir: is essen:ially a delta function, at q,, the  value of 

which is equal to the area under the azfjo) spectrum. ft c a n  be compared  with 

like cutaff frequency, w,, of the 86s theory. By choosing ?he a b o v e  del ta  

funciion, the cutoff Frequtzrtcy empioyed in the ierrormafizaiion of 3.r' just n e e d s  t o  



be g r e a t e r  t hen  q,. To ensitre tha t  there is g o o d  conve rgence  in t h e  sums of 

the Eiiashberg equations, the  cutof frequency used shouid be much greater 

than q,. A cutoff of 3000 met'has S e e n  u s e d  in all c~mpiitiafjuns in this thesis. 

The Eliashberg equations a r e  t hen  formulated into functions of  A, p*. a n d  

mi,. A value for the cutoff frequency,  w,, which technically should be infinite, is 

usually not important provided it is much larger  t han  t h e  maximum phonon 

energy. As no analytic form exists for t h e  Eliasfiberg equat ions,  s o m e  

approximate fo rms  for f, Rave b e e n  derived. The Allen and Dynesu1 ref inement  

of the Mcfvliftan eq~afion"2~~~" from which t h e  importance of t h e  th ree  

pararneiers introduced, X,  p*, and q, can be seen, is perhaps Pbe most  

important one where: 

from which the isotope coefficient can be obtainedHJ" 







eqtra:'rons that includes a pair breaking factor, t, as can be seen ::om the last 

term in each of the t ; ' ~  equations: 

where t = 1/2m,. T, is the  charaeterist!~ scattering time associated with the 

magnetic impurifies. As t he  pair-breaking scattering rate is increased, t h e  critical 

temperature drops, afid the is~tope coefficient increases. Thus ,  values of a < 0 

(for iow 7,) or a 3 can achieved. 

More regarding ',he effects of a negative changing andlor t will be 

discussed in cunjunctizn with our data in chapter 9. 



5.0 EESULTS - GENERAL 

Twenty pairs of ?-ampies were used In $his investigation: five Pr 

strbs:itutions, six Pr & Ga substitulions a n d  nine Zrr suDstitutions. This a lone  

represents a t~ ta t  of 200 d;ifere;-it measurements consisting of resistance 

measarements cm pellets and bars, magnetization measurements of ZFC a n d  

FC curves at C.050e, and suscepfibIfif,y measuremen"is, This does not include 

the numerous me=;saremerds m&e tn ensure Glaf the  resutts were reproducible 

as well as other resMve and magnetic mt=asurements. Analysis of this data is 

r-i:ain!y coficerned wish tne determiriatian of t h e  critical temperature a n d  how to 

caicrriate the shift in f, w bet.r.ieen isstope pairs, To create an ease of camparison 

between numerous sets ~i data, same form of normaiization has been carried 

out Qn all the data. AH isatope cor;iparisons for the magnetic measurements are 

perftsrrned on the ZFC ewes as opposed to the FC curves. AIthough there is 

no difference En Tc betvxen ZFC aad FC measuremen t s ,  ,there is greater control 

over the temperature proilk upon warming than there is on coding and the ZFC 

meas~rement gives a larger signal than the FC. 



f he dc ri?qrr&iz&"nion and ac susceptibifiiy : r r  " - % *  i i ~ @  "fiat" (ZWO slope) 

regions at very lo:.: ters!peratures and above Tc (in the norrnai state), and are 

norrnaiised from 0 t ' ~  5 c~rresp~nfiing to these two regions. tn some cases, a 

very small backgro~nd above 7, which increases linearly with temperature, was 

found in the data. The origin of €his background is unciear but is likely due to 

either a si-iiaii amoiint of dirt or oxygen in the grease used for mounting or 

perhaps d u e  to air frczen within the strck space and near the pickup coifs. In any 

case, the average slope cf the background in the "flat" region well above Tc is 

computed and the enlire data range is corrected by subtracting this background 

and then the data is ~e-enormailsed. 

SI~i iar fy ,  resis'iame zeasurements are also ncrmafized. A "fiat" region 

exists only below 7, where the resistance is zero. Above the transition, the data 

is more or less linear with temperature. Well above the critical temperature, a 

linear fit to this region is doce and the  pair of isotope samples are normalized 

irom Q to I at the same temperature. The temperature of normalization is given 

on all the presented graphs. 



5.1 DETERMINATION OF Tc AND ATc 

-n r nere are a number of different ways of calcuiating the critical 

temperasre from :he magnetic measurements. The most mmmon method used 

is to observe f h e  ternperafure ;sf. which the onset of diamagnetic shieiding first 

occurs and take ?his as the critical temperature. This is the point at which our 

ncrmzfized cuwes first fati beiow the ~ormaiized value of 1 .  A second method 

woiitd be to take a finear s~;apoiaiior; of !he bulk of the transition back to 1 and 

use the intercept miue for Ts Both methods give the same T, if  one is dealing 

with single crystais as their magnetic transitions are quite sharp (Figure 3.7) or 

for samples that have very srnaff (if any)  tails at fow shielding. Polycrystalline 

samples tend io have larger tails at smalf shielding as well as broader 

transitions. Then t h e  two methods do not agree. Since it is most likely that the 

bulk reflects the desired superconduding phase, and the small tails are due to 

impuri?es, the linear extrapsttafion method is used to obtain T,. The temperature 

obtained from the first method is used as the upper limit in the uncertainty in Tc 

Because there is always some noise involved in the measurements, this is not a 

well defined point. The temperature at which the Simplex fit to the data 

(described betow) first fails below the noise in the data is taken as the upper limit 

in T, The lower limit for T,, 0.2tC. is taken from the uncertainty in thermometry 

(section 3.32). 

A linear fit, over the range of O to 0.5, to the normalized resistance data is 
us&. i n  ihr. nn fir- * a s h  r- +hi- ie r r ~ t  ~ s t 4 G A f i n t  n th-t;rrl nrrlnr nnl ~nnrni * 

 IF^ t t i c  taSca w r t e t c  t t r r a  ra I W L  a u t t ~ ~ t c r  r L ,  a k t  1 s t "  u i u ~ t  p v r ) r t t u t z i r Z i ?  tS L I S ~ .  

This approach seems to be quite adequate. The temperature a? which the 

resistance goes to zero is used as the critical temperature. in the went that the 

resistance curves have long tails near zero resistance, the temperature at which 



The shift betweerr the  two isctopicr curves is computed based on the fit to 

t h e  data. For mai;r,z"iic measrrrements, the regimes in which the onset of 

supeiconzitrc'eivit_y wt"urs. the  Zcp :i5% tcf the transi:i;sns are compared $0 obtain 

the shift in T,. This is done In order to minimize the e h 3 s  of sample geometry 

and demagnetization effects. The discrete data points are fitted to a smoothly 

varying function Sy  mezns of st Simpiexu@ least square fitting program consisting 

of three variables. f h e  fk;nctfcn used in the Simpiex fit is: 

where 

and a, s and Tc are the ii'itjn~ parameters. For each pair of isotope 

measurements, the two curves are fitted and t h e  temperature shift between 

these two curves is computed between 0.90 and 1.00 (on the normalized 

magnetic scale) for evenly spaced (every 0.02) points to obtain 50 isotope 

vafues - A q  in some cases (such as a rapid change in t h e  shape of t he  data), 

the data does not iit weit over the entire region, in which case the  fit is done in 

two steps invoiving iwo differmi smaller regions, The shifts in ATi, for both 

the dc rnagnetizatior! and the ac susceptibility are found in this manner. 



There is ng th~ore;icaf rtzzon for fitting to this pariicijfar ftirrction - it is 

rnsrefy due to tfre simifarity it! shape between the data a? the onset of 

superconductivi:y and :,he in&xjix iunction, acd the desire :o fit to a smoothly 

varying fundion. 

The Simpiex fit, $RE crilicad temperature, the Isotcpic shift in temperature, 

and the uncertainties for a chaaaaefistic sarnpie can be seen in Figure 5.1. 



BOffOM: 

4 .- 
Buik ot the magnetic Irzns;lions of 5; !=C and ' 8 0  sample. The ~ ~ ! i d  line is a 

[Enear e~rapolalloi; oi the  bulk af the I s C 3  aagnetic transition to 1 to obrarn t h e  

crltica! temperature. 

TOP: 

An enhancement of the top f 04; sf :he magfietic transition is shown. The filled 

squares rapresent the "0 data and :he Empty squares the saO data. The solid 

Me foiiiowing the  data represefijs the Sim?iex fi: to each sez of data. The "c" 

represent the isotopic shift between the two curves calculated at evenly spaced 

intervals on f he  magnet,isztion scde. 

The vertical dashed line Indicates the  cutoff point in the  caicufa:icr; of the mean 

isat~pe shift. AH points io the let$ sf this cutoff are used. The mean of 

A f i =  0.641(, along with the standard deviaf,iorr, cr = 0.033K, are shown. 

The value of T, as we!! as the  upper and Eower iimiis is shown. 



Temperature (K) 



6 SAMPLE PREPARATION 

i heating to 935•‹C md hoibisig for 7 hours; t hen  

2)  cool :o 450'G act3 haft?: icr 1 O hours; t hen  

3) cud to 356'6 snd hold far 78 hours; t hen  

4) coot t o  250•‹C and hold for 10 hours; then 

5) cool to room ;empe:ari;re. 

AH siritering cooling processes were a! the natural coofing rate of the oven. 

The Fr resstfts represent the earhest measuremenis. Fieid cooled curdes 

and resistivity measurements on shapec! bars were not performed. 

Magnetization (ZFC) and susceptibility were performed on smati flakes of various 

shapes and sizes on t h e  order of st G C Z U ~ I ~  of miilimeZers in size. 

The Meissne; 6:adians and resistance measurements were obtained by J. 

Frantic's group. Magnetic measurements were performed in a Quantum Design 

Magnetometer zt an appiirsrf 5eib ~f H = 200e and are inciuded in the 

characteristics in fable 6.1. 



The immedizxe efk3 tth;ii a n  be seen is that t h e  increase in t h e  Pr 

concentration ieads io a c;anrirrucusiy decreasing critical temperature 

ffil;ure 6.5) as is expx$ed. it is also clear that the su5stitution of '%2 for ' 6 0  

causes a shift in !3e bzik of t h e  zrans:tis:ri regime ?o a lower temperature. This 

isotopic shif! appears 4o be femperalurfs dependent as it becomes larger as the 

crlticai ternperat~tre bemmes szalier. The width of t h e  individual transitions also 

appear to be temperzfure dependen1 2s they become wirier with t h e  decrease in 

critical temperature. 

The wfuth for the sagnetic: transitrons, 59th dc and ac measurements, is 

taken from ?he tempera tures  corresponding to 10% and 90% r3f the full signal. 

The width of the resisiance transifisas remains a fittie less definitive: the high 
* * temperature end c;f ihe transmr, is :akm as the point of change from t h e  linear 

sfope of the normal slale rzjsls$vity. and r h s  star-! of the  transition is taken as a 

Ernear extrapofa$ion cf 31e bdir oi the kansition to zero. The width of the 

transitam is Iar~est - far the ma~nef,izaaicn - measurements and narr~west for the 

resistance measuremem.  The widths ars given in Tabie 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 

DC magnetization vs. temperalure for Pr substituted YBCO. The solid lines 

represent the $60  data and ihe dotred iines t he  ' 8 0  data. The dashed lines are 
a tinear edrapo!a!lon ~f the Sulk ~f the transition to !. the point ctiosen for T,, 
The cri!if;ai temper&~:2s far each af the j5Q samples are given above the 

graph. Sampies were measured in a fiefd of s t rength  O.fi50e. An unstlbsti tuted 
sarnpfe is inciuded as a reference f 7, = 1324. 
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Temperature (K) 

AC susceptibility vs. temperature to: the Pr substituted YBCO. The solid line 
f80  isot~pe represenis ?6G isaiope and &tt& line iepresefits LI tC 

data. T h e  dashed Ifws are a linear exirapofation of t h e  bulk of t h e  transition to 

1 .  the point chosen for The extrapolated critical temperatures are given at 
the top of the graph. 



DG resistance vs. temperature for Pr substituted YBCO. The solid lines 

represent the ' 6 0  isotope daia and the dotted lines represent the j 8 0  isotope 
data. The normalization temperatures are 45K, 60K, 7OK and 85Kfor the 20%, 

kIEuted samples respectively. A iinear exienslsn of the 30%, 40% aart 50% SL&S*=+~* 

butk cti the transition ta O gives us the T, indicated at the bottom of the graph. 
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Temperature (K) 

Comparison of t h e  dc mag~etlzatlctn, ac susceptibliity, and resistance 
measurements for Yfi v w d% --- LBa_&~2074. T fie resistance is normalized at 6OK. 

The symbols represent the data. The sotid lines are a guide to the eye to 
provide continuity between data points.. f h e  dotted lines are a visual aid to the 
criticaE temperature of :he resistive transition (obtained from a sEraig ht line 
extrapof ation). 



Pr Concentration (at. %) 

Srriticaf temperature vs.. Pi conceneralics. f he dotted iim if the frt sf the Pr and - Ca data tc t h e  :.jnc:ior! iJx.yj = T, - A(-; - pw+y12 - BA. where x is the Pr 
~ c ~ ~ e n ! & o n  asd y if t ~ e  c a  s ~ ; - i - s ~ ~ : r ~ $ ~ r :  (seg f,fi~=*s.* F=-- 5 .  The pa.az:Tc&rs are 
f,,= 23-64 C;. = jsTKc(: z=  93-3=qe -f= 5.53; a& i$= 3.374. 
"i 

The bars +h t- 8a *L-& r C&LL h i  I G  - 5 ~ ~  r h i  r i  :C TEiCpEfliJ: me2su:emEnts {a; !aw shieidfngf. 





&is;, the Si,-p!er: fit to the &la, and t h e  calculale-j shif?, in the 

... I -  en- r 
. - 

~ i t i ~ ~ t m f i  ~)efweefi r x  two isotope curves for the systern of (Yr-,PrxfBaL&i~307S, 

for x = 8.2, 0.3, 0.4, acd 0.5 are given in figures 6.6 through to 6.9. The critical 

temperatares, the isotope shifts, and the computed values of the isotope 

cr;eEicien: far this sysfem are given I2 Tab!e 6.2. The relationship between a 

and AT, as a function of crilicai temperature is given in Figure 6.1 0. We find that 

b 'ir, increases iineariy with increasing Pr concentration and that a increases 

smoo:hly with IncreasEng P i  ccncerilrallon (decreasing critical temperature) and 

approaches a = :f, at the highest P; concentrations (lowest critical temperature). 

qoterf in Figure S.2 O, the three different measurements of ATC and tw for the 

53% Prsampies do na; agree well with one another. The values for CL have not 

yl been norma!tzed ro 300% 'BOsubstituiion. This is done in chapter 9. 

fn an attempt $to rrndersiand ll?e Iong tails at fow shrelding, the samples of 

20%> 33% and 43% Pr substituted YBCO were ground into a powder and the 

magnetic measurements pericrrit36 qaln.  The data for these measurements 

are given in Figures 6.1 5 6.o 6. t 3. VArh the smaller particle size in the powder, a 

wider transition is expected. We find that +he data has a much wider transition 

and the magnetirsrtian and suscepiibiflty curves are almost identical. Some 

deviation is nofed in the 405 sampie. The computed isotopic shifts are also 

sirnifar to those befare ailhough Ihe  40% sample is somewhat larger. However, 

the long tails af, very !lot*+ shielding remain essentially unchanged. 



Figure 6.6 

Oxygen isotope effect in fYo~8Pro~~Ba2Cu307-1; 

20% Pr Substitution 

The empty symbols represent the data and the filled symbols represent the 

'w data. The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, ATi, as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility curves represent the critical 

temperatures, 74.6K and 74.9K respectively, obtained earlier. The upper limit 

for the criticaf temperature is 80.8Kin both cases. 

The vertical dotted line (magnetic measurements) indicates :he cutoff in the 

caicufation of the mean of the isotope shift. The horizontal dotted iine indicates 

this mean, and its value is indicated above the line. 

The resistance measurements are normalized at R(85k). 

Not all temperature scales are equivalent. 
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Figure 6.7 

Oxygen isotope effect in fYQ- fro.3)Ba&3074 

30% Pr Substitution 

1 The ernpiy symbols represeni the data and the filled syrnbois represeni. the 

' 6 0  data. The sofid line represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, ATir as a fundion of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization a ~ d  susceptibility curves represent the critical 

temperatures, 59.5K and 59.6K respectively, obtained earlier. The upper limit 

for the critical temperature is 69.2Kand 69.3K respectively. 

The vertical dotted line {magnetic measurements) indicates the cutoff in the 

calculation of the mean of the isotope shift. The horizontal dotted fine indicates 

this mean, and its value is indicated above the line. 

The resistance measurements are normalized at R(70K). 

Not all temperature scales are equivalent. 





Oxygen isotope effect in (Yo#ro.4) Ba2Cu3% 

40% Pr Substitution 

The empty symbols represent the ' 8 0  data and the filled symbols represent the 

I60 data. The solid line represents the Simpiex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, AT, zs a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility curves represent the critical 

temperatures, 44.2K and 45.8K respectively, obtained earlier. The upper limit 

for the critical temperature is 64.6Kand 52.1 K respectively. 

The veriicat dotted line (magnetic measurements) indicates the cutoff in the 

cafcuiation of the mean of the isotope shift. The horizontal dotted line indicates 

this mean, and its value is indicated above the line. 

The resistance measurements are normalized to R(6OK). 

Not all temperature scales are equivalent 
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Figure 6.9 

Oxygen isotope effect in f Y o . 5 P ~ ~ 8 a f l ~ 3 0 7 6  

55% Pr Stibstitution 

The empty symbols repesent the data and the filled symbols represent the 

'GOdata. The solid line represents the Sirnpfex fit to the data. The "t" symbols 

represent the shift, ATj9 as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility curves represent the critical 

temperatures, 25.2K and 27-7 K respectively, obtained earlier. The upper limit 

for the critical temperature is 45.OKstnd 44.9Krespectively. 

The vertical dotted line (magnetic measurements) indicates t h e  cutoff in the 

calcufation of the mean of the iso!ope shirt. The horizontal doned line indicates 

this mean, and its value is indicated abcve the fine. 

Note that the measured isotope skiff for the magnetization is much smaller than 

that for the susceptibility. 

The resistance measurements are normalized at R(45K). 

Not afl temperature scaies are eqtnivatent. 





I 

ac 

susceptibiiity 

dc 

resistance 

Table 6.2. Tc, ATc and a for Prsubstituted YBCO. 

'Note that there is some question as to the validity of this data point. 
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Critical Temperature (K) 

Figure 6.1 0 

AT, and a vs. T, for Pr substituted YBCO. The dotted line is merely an aid to 
the eye and it includes the characteristic values of ATc and a when Tc = 92K. 

* - Note that there is some question as to the vafidity of this data point. 



Oxygen isotope effect in powdered fYO08Pro.2)Ba2C~3C17a 

20% Prstibstitution - fnagnetic measurements 

The empty symbols represent the !80 data and the filled symbols represent the 

' 6 0  data. The solid fine represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "+' symbols 

represent the shift, AT;, as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

Shifts measured for these powdered samples are comparable to those 

measured in the pellets. 

Note that the tong tails found in the peifeb stiii persit;:. 

At the botlorn is a comparision of the  magnetization of the peifets and the 

powder. Note that the magnetization (squares) and susceptibility (triangles) 

measurements for the powder sampies are equivalent and have a much broader 

transition than do the pellets. 

Not all temperature scales are equivaknt. 
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Figure 6.13 

Oxygen isotope effect in powdered fYu.sPru.4)Ba&u307s 

40% Pr substitution - magnetic measurements 

The empty symbols represent the j80 data and the filled symbols represent the 

160 data. The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, ATi, as a fonction of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

Shifts measured for these powdered samples are somewhat larger than was 

found in the pellets. 

Note that the long tails found in the pellets still persist. 

kt the bottom is a comparision of the magnetization of the pellets and the 

powder. Note that the magnetization (squares) and susceptibility (triangles) 

measurements for the powder samp!es are no longer equivalent, as well as a 

much broader transition than found in the two previous powdered samples. 

Not ali temperature scafes are equivalent. 
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6.3 Discussion 

The genera! characteristics of the Pr substituted YBa2Cu307a samples, 

the reduction in Tc, the decrease in Meissner fraction, and the increase in 

transition width are all in good agreemefit with that found in the literature (section 

2.2.1). A small amount (< 3%) of impurity phase material, BaCu02, was 

detected in the X-ray spectra of our samples . 

There could be several reasons for the broadening (long tails) in the 

transition at low shielding. In the powdered samples, we have essentially 

removed the coupling between individual grains (which are a few tens of microns 

in size). The fact that this effect still exists in the powdered samples indicates 

that this broadening is intrinsic to the material as opposed to being due to a 

weak coupling effect between grains as one might first suspect. Although tail 

effects are reported by other groups, they are not as pronounced as they are in 

our data. The lack of sensitivity and the much larger measuring fields (20X 

larger) used by other groups may be the reason. If the coherence length where 

related to the Pr concentration, the general broadening may then be due to a 

change in the coherence length, 5, with increasing Prconcentration which affects 

the size of the fluctuations described in section 2.4. On the other hand, it may 

be just due to impurities in our samples. However, it is not likely that impurities 

woutd have this effect as they would need to be magnetic in nature and thus 

their effects would continue to temperatures higher than the critical temperature 

of the superamduct~r. 

Another possibility is that there exists a number of intermediate phases of 

superconducting (Yj-WprW]Ba&~3074 - with a variable range of Pr concentration, 

8 S w r  x, ail contributing a Dittfe bit to the signal and then persisting after the buik 



of the material (YI-xPrX)Ba2C~307-6 has gone into the normal state. It does 

support the method of determination of the critical temperature, taken as the 

linear extrapolation of the bulk of the transition, as the resistive critical 

temperature agrees more favourably with the end of the bulk of the magnetic 

transition and perhaps more correctly reflects the critical temperature of the 

superconducting material in question. This then raises the question of whether 

the isotope shift sc~iles with Tc within these long tails. From the data, it is clear 

i L r *  
t r l d t  within the tails there is a general trend of the isotope shift, AT;, to increase at 

the higher temperatures. However, from the above argument, a higher T, 

rnultiphase material would tend to have a smaller shift and not a larger one. In 

any event, this effect makes it difficult to distinguish between the two isotope 

curves at low shielding. 

The difference in shape in the magnetic measurements (at low 

temperatures) of the 50% Pr samples with the others reflects the inability of 

these sample(s) to completely shield the measuring field at lowest temperature. 

This effect is more pronounced in the dc magnetization than in the ac 

susceptibiiity as susceptibility measurements are generally sharper (a result of 

the smaller ac field strength). Thus, even at 4.2K, some of the measuring field 

has penetrated the samples and the normalized curves will not reflect a full 

signal response and hence the isotopic comparison will be affected. Thus, the 

normalization of an incomplete transition will cause the transition to be steeper. 

Because of the lower T, this effect is more pronounced in the ' 8 0  sample@) 

kL-- 
L ~ W E  it is for the ' 6 0  sampie(s). The net result of this is that the measured ATc 

will be smatter than it az'L~ziil~ is. The sharpness of the transition in these cases 

will also influence this effect. The broader the transition, the greater the effect. 

This accounts for the fact that .ATc and a are smaller in the magnetization 



measurement than in the susceptibility measurement for the 50% Pr substituted 

sampte. This effect occurs more readily in the powdered samples, 40% Pr as 

well as 50% Pr, due to the much broader transitions. 

The shift between the two isotope transitions are in good agreement for all 

three measurement methods. However, it is apparent that the critical 

temperature obtained from resistance measurements is higher than that 

obtained from the dc magnetization and ac susceptibility which are in fairly good 

agreement. The difference in Tc between the magnetic and resistive 

measurements becomes larger the lower the critical temperature, reaching as 

miich as 5K for the 50% Pr samples. The results of the width of the transition 

and its relationship to ATc will be discussed at the end of the next chapter. 



7 RESULTS - CALCIUM SUBSTITUTION 

7.1 SAMPLE PREPARAT !ON 

The preparation method of the substitutions of 5% to 25% Ca, with a 

constant 20% Pr, into Y0.8Frg-2Ba2C~3074 is different from the Pr substituted 

samples and thus a 0% Ca substituted sample is included as a comparison for 

the previous set of measurerwnts. 

Mixed powders of (YaByPro.2Cay)Ba$u3076 for the concentrations of 

y =  0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25 were calcined in air at 905•‹C for a total of 125 

hours with several intermediate regrindings to improve the homogeneity of the 

samples. The sintering process was performed in the parallel processing system 

and consisted of the following heat treatment: 

I) heat to 935•‹C and holding for 48 hours; then 

2) cool to 500•‹C and hold for 18 hours; then 

3) cool to 400•‹C and hold for 10 hours; then 

4) cool to 300•‹C and hold for 10 hours; then 

5) cool to room ten;perattire. 

All sintering cooling processes were at the natural cooling rate of the oven. 

Resistance measurements were performed on the pellets and then 

shaped rods and bars were made from the pellets. Magnetization, both ZFC and 

FC data, were performed on the rods and resistivity measurements were 

performed on the bars. 



7.2 MEASUREMENTS 

A comparison of the dc magnetization, the ZFC and FC curves, is given in 

Figure 7.1. The Meissner fractions are tabulated in Table 7.1 along with the 

transition widths catcttlated (as described earlier) from the ac susceptibility 

(Figure 7.2j, and resistivity (Figure 7.3) measurements. A characteristic 

comparison (10% Ca) for the Ca substitution series of all three measurements is 

given in Figure 7.4. The Ca samples also exhibit the small (< 3%) 5aCu02 

impurity that was seen in the Pr X-ray measurements. 

Table 7.1. General characteristics of Ca substituted Y(2@% Pr)BCO. A number 

in parenthesis indicates that this value is an estimate. 

Ca 
Concentration 

(at- %) 

0 

5 

10 

15 

20 

1 
25 

I 

f80  

Concentration 

Meissner 
Fraction 

Transition Width 

( K )  

Mag. 

5.2 

2.0 

1.0 

1.9 

2.0 

1.7 

(at. %f 

(85) 

84 

Susc. 

3.7 

1.4 

0.9 

1.5 

1.6 

1.4 

@ 0.050e 

35% 

16% 

Res. 

2.5 

1.3 
- 

0.8 

1 .O 

1 .O 

1.3 

I 

78 

77 

12% 

17% 

76 

75 

21% 

24% 
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Figure 7.1 

DC magnetization vs. temperature for Ca substituted Y(20% Pr)BCO. Top: 

data; Bottom 180 data. Both the ZFC and FC data are shown giving the 

Meissner fraction. 
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Figure 7.2 

AC susceptibility vs. ternperaturs for Ca substituted Y(20% Pr)BCO. Solid lines 

represent the 160 isotope data and the dashed lines represent the ' 8 0  isotope 
data A dashed !iae between isotope pairs is to help distinguish the cuwes. 
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Temperature (K) 

Figure 7.3 

DC resistivity vs. temperature for Ca substituted Yf20% Pr)BCO. The solid lines 

represent the 3fiC is~tcpe data and the dashed lines the isotope data 



Temperature (K) 

Figure 7.4 

Comparison of dc magnetization, ac susceptibility and resistance measurements 
for Ylf.Ci5Prlf~&a0.f5Ba~tf30T4. The symbofs represent the data. The solid 

fines provide continuity from point to point. The dotted lines are a visuaf aid for 
the cri!kaf temperature nf the resistive transitinn (obtained from the straight, !!ne 
extrapolation). The resistive transition was normalized to R(85K). 



It sc?outd be noted thzt me 42s: Oem $0 eqtlztion i7.?j, rhe rinear pair-breaking 

term, is an approx:nsrt,Ian to t,L-.e ~ s r e  ca~p!iczz,~;fd aigamrna dunc$rs~n which 
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Figure 7.5 

Criticaf temperature vs. C2 cr;.ncentraticn. The parabctic line is a fit of the data 
to the J,{x.y) = f,=- Ah- px + v)2 - Bx, where x is the Pr concentration 

and y is the Ca cancentration. bye obtain TcQ = 93.6K, A = 157K, B = 93.3% 
y = 0.091, and f3 = 0.874. Bath the Pr and the PrCa data is used in fitting the 

functlun. 



shou16 be used when dealing with the highest Pr concentralions because the 

pair-breaking here is no longer linear. 

The data, the Simplex fit to the data, and the computed isotopa shift  for 

the system of (Yo,Fro-fiaY)Ba&u30,. y =  0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, is 

given in Figures 7.6 to 7.1 1 respectively. The critical temperatures, the isotope 

shills, and the corr;puled values of the isotope coefficient for this sytem are given 

in Table 7.2. The retationship between a and ATc as a function of Tc is given in 

Figure 7.12. Due to the smaller temperature range plotted here, the uncertainty 

in the temperature values appear lalqe. In fact, they are actually smaller than 

that obtained in the Pr series. The value of Tc reported in the table is that which 

has been determined from the linear extrapolation technique as explained 

earlier. 

The isotopic shift, AT, and the vaiue of the isotope coefficient, a, change 

little over the short spread in critical temperature. The relationship between the 

critical temperature and u: or ATc is not dear. Considering the parabolic nature 

of the other properties of the  system, a possible parabolic fit to cr and AT, can be 

detected in the data (dotted line Figure 7.12). However, the large relative 

uncertainties atso ieave the possibility that of a linear relationship or perhaps 

even no change in ATc at ail. 



Oxygen isotope effect in (Yo.sPro.2)Ba2Cu3074 

0% Ca, 20% Prsubstitution 

The empty symbois represent the 180 data and the filled symbols represent the 

f6f?dStt2. The solid line represents the SirnpIex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, ATj, as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibiiity graphs indicate the criticai 

temperature obtained from a hear  extrapolation of the bulk of the transition: 

71.W for both the magnetization and susceptibility. The upper limit for Tc is 

76.OK. 

The vertical dotted line (magnetic measurements) indicates the cutoff in the 

calculation of the mean of the isotope shift. The horizontal line indicates this 

mean, and its value is indicated above the line. 

The resistance measurements are normalized to R(85K). 

Not all temperature scales are equivalent. 
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Figure 7.7 

Oxygen isotope effect in fYo~75Prb.$a0.05)Ba$u307S 

5% Ca, 20% Prsubstitution 

The empty symbols represent the ' 8 0  data and the filled symbols represent the 

IGOdata. The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data . The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, Afi ,  as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the critical 

temperature obtained from a finear extrapolation of the bulk of the transition: 

72.5Kfor the magnetization (upper firnit = 74.8K) and 72.6Kfor the susceptibility 

(upper limit = 74.6fo. 

No cutoff was imposed in the calculation of the mean of the isotope shift. The 

horizontal tine indicates this mean, and its value is indicated above the line. 

The resistance measurements are normalized to R(85K). 

Not all temperature scales are equivalent. 





Figure 7.8 

Oxygen isotope effect in (Yo. fro &ao- f)Ba&u307.4 

10% Ca, 20% Prsubstitution 

The empty symbols represent the I80 data and the filled symbols represent the 

160 data. The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data . The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, A q ,  as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the critical 

temperature obtained from a linear extrapolation of the bulk of the transition: 

74.2Kfor the magnetization (upper limit = 75.8K) and 74.4K for the susceptibility 

(upper limit = 75.7K). 

No cutoff was imposed in the calculation of the mean of the isotope shift. The 

horizontal line indicates this mean, and its value is indicated above the iine. 

The resistance measurements are normalized to R(85K). 

Not all temperature scales are equivalent. 





Figure 7.9 

Oxygen isotope effect in (Yo.s5PrOO$ao. 15)Ba$~307-6 

15% Ca, 20% Prsubstitution 

The empty symbols represent the I80 data and the filled symbols represent the 

160 data. The solid !he represents the Simp!ex fit to the data . The "4' symbols 

represent the shift, AT,; as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the critical 

temperature obtained from a linear extrapolation of the bulk of the transition: 

73.OKfor the magnetization (upper timit = 74.OK) and 73.2Kfor the susceptibility 

(upper limit = 73.8K). 

No cutoff was imposed in the calculation of the mean of the isotope shift. The 

horizontal line indicates this mean, and its value is indicated above the line. 

The resistance measurements are ~ormalized to R(85K). 

Not ail temperature scales are equivalent. 
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Figure 7.1 0 

Oxygen isotope effect in (Yo.6Pro.2Cao.2)Ba2Cu3074 

20% Ca, 20% Pr substitution 

The empty symbois represent the 180 data and the filled symbols represent the 

160 data. The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data . The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, AT;, as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the critical 

temperature obtained from a linear extrapolation of the bulk of the transition: 

i I .4Kfor the magnetization (upper limit = 72.54 and 71 -6Kfor the susceptibility 

(upper limit = 72.6 K). 

No cutoff was imposed in the caiculation of the mean of the isotope shift. The 

t-iorizontal line indicates this mean, and its value is indicated above the line. 

The resistance measurements are normalized to R(85K). 

Not all temperature scales are equivalent. 
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Oxygen isotope effect in ( Y o ~ s s P r o ~ ~ a a 2 ~ B a & ~ 3 0 f 6  

25% Ca, 20% Prsubstitution 

The empty symbols represent the 280 data and the filled symbols represent the 

$60 &:a. The solid tine rqxesents the Simplex fit to the data . The "+" sl ;mD~is 

represent the shift, ATi: as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the critical 

temperature obtained from a finear extrapolation of the bulk of the transition: 

69.9Kfor the magnetization (upper limit = 70.910 and 70.1 K for the susceptibiiiry 

(upper tirnit = 71.2K). 

No cutoff was imposed in the caictilatiofi of the mean of the isotope shift. The 

horizoniai fine indicates this mean, and its value is indicated above the line. 

The resistance measurements are normalized to R(85fo. 

Not ail temperature scaies are equivatent. 
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Figure 7.1 2 

ATc and o: vs. Tc for Ca substituted Y(2& PrIBCO. The positive error bars in 

temperature reflect the length of the tails in the magnetic measurements. Due to 

the temperature range platted, the error bars appear, erroneously, larger than 

that of the previous Prdata. 

The filled symbols are the PP,& data while the empty symbols are the 20% Pr 

samples from the Prdata and are included for comparison. 
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The fit of Tc to the concentrations of Pr, x, and Ca, y, to equation 12.11 fit 

very well. The maximum obtainable Tco (in the YBCO system) from our 

calculations is 93.6K, which appears to be a more reasonable value than 

Neumeier's 97K59. \JVe obtail: an effective valence of +3.874 for the Pr, slightly 

smaller than Neumeier's +3.95, which is consistent with the measurements that 

indicate a mixed valence between +3 and +4 (section 2.2.1). With the optimum 

hole concentration, y (= 0.091 being slightly smaller than Neumeier's (y = 0.1), 

the predicted (relative) change in mobile hole concentration will alsc be very 

similar. In fact, only one parsmeter is sigiiificantly different from Neumeier's, and 

that is the coefficient A. Our value of A = 157K is 37% of Neumeier's A = 425K. 

The smaller value of A suggests that Tc would be more strongly affected by pair- 

breaking than by a change in hole concentration. 

The 20% Pr, 0 8  Ca sample made for comparison, is quite different from 

that of the Pr20-50% system. Its Tc is about 5K  lower than before, the magnetic 

transition width is much broader (-1.4X) and its isotope shift is also larger 

(-1 -54 .  Clearly the preparation technique greatly affects the characteristics and 

hence the quality of the samples. As the highest quality materials, single 

crystals, tend to have very sharp transitions, and the polycrystalline materials 

have broader transitions, the relationship between the isotope shift and the width 

of the transition was investigated (Figure 7.1 3) for both the Pr and Pr:Ca 

substituted materials. A linear correlation between the ATc and the transition 

width is found. The intercept for a zero-width transition remains finite, in the 

range of 0.3Klo 0.4K This result poses the question of whether the isotope shift 

should actually be taken as a constant for this system. 
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Figure 7.1 3 

ATcvs. transition width for both the Pr and the Pr:Ca systems. The dotted line is 

a linear fit to the data and indicztes a possible relationship between the 

magnitude of the isotope shift, d-f, and the width of the transition. 
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In the Prsystem, we noted that the tails in the magnetic measurements 

become much larger with the increase in Pr concentration as do the transition 

widths, and the isotope shifts. The Ca data with its much sharper transitions and 

lack of low shielding tails do not exhibit this same effect. As both sets of 

samples have similar impurity lines in the X-ray data, it is unlikely that the long 

tails can be attributed solely to the impurities within the samples. Of course, the 

Ca substitution does no4 have the large effect on T, that the Pr does and it may 

then be argued that AT,, the transition width, as well as the isotope shift are 

dependent on T,. 



8.11 SAMPf E PREPARATION 

The stoichiometric proportions for the Zn system Y8a2(CuI-zZnz)3076 

with z =  0.02, 0.025, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.075, 0.08, 0.085, and 0.0875 were 

prepared in a different manner than the previous two systems. The calcination 

procedure was as folfows: 

1) heat to 925•‹C in air and hold for 20 hours, then cool and regrind; 

2) repeat step 1 ; 

3) heat to 930•‹C in and hold for 12 hours; then 

4) cool to 475•‹C and hold for 18 hours; then 

5) cool to 375•‹C and hold for 12 hours; then 

6 )  cool to room temperature. 

The sintering process was as foilows: 

1) heat to 925'C and hofd for 12 hours; then 

2) cool to 475•‹C and hold for 24 hours; then 

3) cool to 375'G and hold for 18 hours; then 

4)  COO^ to mom temperature. 

Aft cooling processes were at the natural cooling rate of the oven. 



The substitution of Zn for Cu in YBa2C~3074 causes a more rapid 

depression in the critical temperature with the increase in Zn concentration than 

it did with the Pr subsitution. The resistivity measurements (Figure 8.1) show a 

smooth drop in the critical temperature with the increase of Zn substitution, from 

about 70K at 2% Z/i to just under 10K at 8.75% Zn. A substitution of 9% Zn 

remained in the normal state down to 1.8K. These measurements also indicate 

an increase in the normai state resistivity with the drop in Tc and the increase in 

Zfi concentration. 

A comparison of the dc magnetization, ac susceptibility and resistivity 

measurements is given in Figure 8.2. The 4% Zn substitution is given as a 

characteristic sample. The Zn system has the sharpest transitions of all three of 

the systems studied. The transition width remains sharp and independent of the 

Zn concentration (and critical temperature). There is good agreement between 

the calculated isotopic shifts as well as the critical temperatures determined from 

the three different measurement methods. The difference between Tc obtained 

magnetically and that obtained resistively is highest for the 4% Zn samples. The 

linear relationship between the critical temperature and the concentration can be 

seen in Figure 8.3. 

The ZFC and FC data for several Zn concentrations are given in 

Figure 8.4, and the M e i s n e r  fmd l~ns  are indicated in f ab!e 8.1. The ?I?eissner 

fraction drops rapidly with the initial increase ir: Zn substitution but then quickly 

tevets out around 10%. A* the highest concentrations of Zn, 896, 8.5% and 

8.75%, the Meissner fraction na longer remains small or predictable. 
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Figure 8.1 

DC resistivity vs. temperature for Zn substituted YBCO. Only t h e  measurements  

o n  t h e  s o m e  of the 260 samples are shown. Note t h e  linear s lope  of the  

s a m p l e s  in t h e  ncrma! state. 
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Figure 8.2 

Comparison of dc magnetization, ac susceptibility and resistance measurements 

for YBa2(Cu0 S&O 04)307-6. The symbols represent the data. The solid lines 

provide continuity from point to point. The dashed lines are a visual aid for the 

critical temperature of the resistive transition (obtained from the straight line 

approximation). The resistance was normalized to R(?ZK). 
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Figure 8.3 

Critical temperature vs. Zn concentration. The dotted line is a linear fit to the 

data and indicates the linear relationship between the concentration and T,. 
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Figure 8.4 

tdeissner effed in Zn substituted YBCO. Bgth ?he ZFC- and FC curves ar9 

shown from which the Meissner fraction has been obtained for the 296, 496, 5%, 

6%, and 8% Zn samples. Samples were measured in a field of strength 0.050e. 



8.75* 92 1 5 8 , Z j W  I 2.0 1 2.0 I 2.0 

Table 8.1. Generaf characteristics of Zn substituted YBCO. 

* - both 160 and 180 Meissner fractions are given. A number in parentheses 
indicates that this value is an estimate. 

Our resuits on the resistivity, critical temperature, and the generally 

narrow transitions involved in Zn substitution agree quite favourably with what 

exists in the fiteraturf! (section 2.2.2). No information on the Meissner effect is 

available. 



The Zn samptes d s  nor show $3 tvithin the fimirs of the equipment)  a n y  

impurity lines within :he X-ray spectra; they have sharp transitions; and thus,  

lend lo be belier qualify sampies than Ihe Pror PrCa series. The quality of t h e  

2.5% Zn s~bstiiuteed s ampk  is questionable as it has an extremefy broad 

transition, however it does give an Isotopic sfti#? that  is com~arabfe to the other 

measured shifts. 

The 4% anti 7% Zn samples :??ere subjec ted  to different measuring fields 

ranging from Ef.050e io 530e ta s t d y  the effect of fhe penetratian of t h e  

measuring fieid into the smpis- The eifects or; "te ZFG ctrn-es are shokvn in 

Figure 8-36. 0f-i the itsw Q sampje, 7% Zm, a rneasdrkg fiekd of only 1 Oe has 

already begun to penelme $fie sampk taming a subsrantiar decrease so signal. 

Not only is the magnit~ae a: rhe r , r ansmn Zessened. but nndeed the  shape of the 

esttire transition is afEe:~6 E"ec ppnb ,,,lpies :vilh: hsgh T,'s - d4'Z Zq can be 

S- 5gg-A~ - t i & ~ - , ~ ~  ; % I S  m p r y  SF- r - n j r  Infttrenceci by fhei: mea z:.-- r . , . + a s  ~w ieifsi s ,,+ ,.f 2: ! 3 y m  fieicis. 

There appears to be a mbcal fieid a1 which fhere is a laage chs;ani-,f: in fhe 

(note: ted canthues an page 543) 
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Figure 8.6 

Oxygen isatope effect in YBa~Cu0.975ZnQ.025)3076 

2.3% Zn Substitution 

The empty syrnbofs represent, the data and the filled symbols represent the 

160 dats. The solid fine represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, ATi: as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the Tc 

obtained from a linear extrapalation of the bulk of the transition - 62.9K for the 

magnetization (upper limit = 63.4Kj and 63.W (upper limit = 63.7Kj for the 

susceptibility. 

No cutoff was imposed in the caicuiation of the mean of the isotope shift for the 

magnetic measurements. AEthuttgh the  resistive transition is quite poor, the 

temperature shift, ATb between curves remains constant and thus no cutoff limit 

was imposed. 

The resistance measurements are normalized fu R(100Kj. 

Nat ;it[ temperature scaks are eeqcivafen:. 
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Figure 8.7 

Oxygen isotope effect in YBa2(Cuo 9gn0.04)307-6 

4% Zrs Substitution 

The empty symbols represent t h e  I89 data and the filled symbols represent the 

IGUdata. The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, AT,: as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magraetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the Tc 

obtained from a linear extrapolation of the Sulk of the transition - 54.8K for the 

magnetization (upper limit = 56.9)f) and 554K (upper limit = 56.6fC) for the 

susceptibility. 

No cutoff was imposed in the caicukdion of the mean of the isotope shift for 

either the  magnetic or resistance measurements. 

f he resistance measurerents are nnzlrrnaiired lo Rf70K). 

Nut att ternperajure scafes are equivalent. 





Oxygen isotope effect in Y8a,(Cuo.95Zno.05)3074 

5% Zn Substitution 

The empty symbols represent the 180 data and the filled symbols represent the 

' 6 0  data, The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, AT;, as a function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the Tc 

obtained from a linear extrapolation of the bulk of the transition - 38.1 K for the 

magnetization (upper limit = 39.6K) and 38.4K (upper limit = 39.710 for the 

susceptibility. 

No wtoff was imposed in the caiw!ation of the  mean of the isotope shift for 

either the magnetic or resistance measurements. 

The resistance measurements are normalized to R(70K). 

Not aH temperature scales are equivalent. 
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Figure 8.9 

Oxygen isotope effect in YBa2(Cuo 94Zn0 &07& 

6% Zn Substitution 

The empty symbols represent the IgCf  data and the filled symbols represent the 

'60 data. The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "i-" symbols 

represent the shift, ATb as 2 function of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magneiizaiion and sctsceptibility graphs indicate the  T, 

obtained from a linear extrapolation of the bulk ~f the transition - 28.7K for the 

magnetization (upper limit = 31 -4K) and 29.6K (upper limit = 31 .OK)  for the 

susceptibiiity. 

The verficat dotted line indimes the cutoff in the calculation of the mean of the 

isatope shift. The horizanral fine indicates this mean, and Its value is indicated 

above Ihe line. 

The resistance measurernen:~ are normalized 90 R(45K). 

Not aft temperatititre scales are equkaieni. 
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Figure 8.1 0 

Oxygen isotope effect in YBq$Cuo.93Zno.07f3076 

7% Zn Substitution 

The empty symbols represent !he '80 data and the filled symbols represent the 

160 data. The solid line represents the Simplex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, ATii as a fundion of tsrnperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the Tc 

obtained from a linear extrapolation of the bulk of the transition - 18.1 K for the 

magnetization (upper limit = 2t.4K) and 19.1 K (upper limit = 21.84 for the 

susceptibility. 

The vertical dotted line indicates the cutoff in the calculation of the mean of the 

isotope shift. The horizontai line indicates this mean, and its value is indicated 

above the tine. 

The resistance measurements are normatized to Rf4Ot(). 

Not ail temperature scales are equivaien:. 
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Oxygen isotcipe effect in Y ~ ( G u o . 9 2 ~ n o . 0 7 ~ 3 Q 7 S  

7.5% Zn Substittition 

The empty symbols represent the $80 data and the filled symbols represent the 

:GO data, Tne solid line represenis the Simpiex fit io the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the shift, ATb as a ftincti~n of temperature, between the two fits to the 

data. 

The arrows on the magnetization and susceptibility graphs indicate the T, 

obtained from a linear extrapoialion of the bulk of the transition - 11 -59Kfor the 

magnetization (upper limit = 14.6w and l2.7K (upper limit = 34-84 for the 

susceptibility. 

The vertical dotted line indicates the cutoff In the calculation of the mean of the 

Isotope shift. The horizontal iine indicates this mean, and its value is indicated 

above the line. 

The resistance measurements are ~ormalized to R(25fo. 

Mot aft temperature scaies are eqcivafer,t. 
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The empty symbcls reprrseni We data the iiifed syfnbob represent :he 

data. 
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figure 8. i 3 

The empty symbols represent t h e  ""O data and the filled symbals represent the 

l6Q data. The solid line representi; t5e Simplex fit to the data. The "+" symbols 

represent the ski$, AT'' as a fsnc!Eon of terqxxatui-e, between t h e  ft*m fits to the 

data. 
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The empty synaboes represent t he  ' 80  fjata 2nd the filled symbois represent $he 

' 6 8  data. The sotid line represents t h e  Simplex fit to the  data. f h e  "+" symbols 

represent t2e shift, ~36, as a fm&og 04 temperature: between t he  two fits t:, the 

data. 

The vefiica; data& iine inbrcztes :hs cs;off ;h-r :he calcuia:isn of 2h8 mean 0: the 

isotope sR#- The RrzrtronraE iil,.?;e rndicargs rn;s mean, a ~ d  its vaiue is indicated 

above the line. 
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transition characieristics Seiow th is  field, the penetrarioc effects are small and 

above this fleid the penetration eifecls saturate. For the  4% Zn sample, this field 

is Rear H = 1 OQe and for the 7% Z;: it occiirs near H = i Oe. 

A loga~ithrnic piz-t oi -4dY3*H vs. temperature {Figure 8.17) for the different 

rneasnr!ng f!eM strsng'rhs s h w s  that !he strong field dependence still remains in 

the top "f% of the transition. There does, however, appear to be some 

convergence to a common f&, Near the onset nf supe:conduc?ivity !he level of 

noise begins to ove~whetm t he  change in signal and it becomes difficult to 

determine if a! fieids converge to t he  same point. The noise is prcrpo~ionaliy 

fess for the higher fields and if we take T, as the point at which the signal 

emerges from tire noise, there is good agreement Setween the 7,'s for t h e  

difterent fields. The isotope s h i 3  has been calcu!atecf for fields of H = 0.05, 1, 

70, 20 and 500e for the 4% Za and 7% 2% data (Figure 8-18]. front this data 

we can see no dear r"ie!ci dependence En the  shift. 
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Log (-4xM;H:f VS.  fC;ho"wkg convergence near Tc as a function of applied field. 
A!! fiim.tes are _JFC mzan@iz&~n meac;urezen:s pprf~rmed an the 160 - 
sampfes* 



Figure 8.18 

The isotope shiit in the 4 5  and 75; Zn substituted samples at different applied 
4 it 

measuring fields. The iitied syrnbois represent t h e  "00 isotope data and t h e  

i;mpty symbols represent the  ' 8 0  isotope data. The soiid line is the Simplex frf 

L A  i L  r u  rt  ic? d&3. 

f f ie  fitied symbois no1 firted are t h e  computed isotope shifts for the specified 

applied measuring fields. 
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Figure 8.19 

DC magnetization vs. temperature for Zn substituted YBCO. The magnetization 

has been corrected for molar volume and field strength. Note that the low Tc 

matefiats do not give a full transition. 



sm&l and the s h q e  -,$ the $fa~s$ic.fi ;i*j=.s pfeser~ed. i r :  t h e  8% Zfi sample 

hovm~cr, there is not even a hint of the chxaderistic: low temperature tail in the  

' 6 0  sample transition (Figure 8.4) .  ft is clear that at 4.2K, the transition has 

already begun. The fieid measurements on the 7% and 4% samples indicate 

that a measuring fiefb of f OOe and t Oe  respective!^ has a distorting effect on 

the shape and size of the transi'tisn* Clearly, a measuring field of 0.050e witi be 

sufficient to have a large distortion effect on the even tower T, samples of 8%, 

8.5% and 8.75% Zn. For these samples, the shift obtained from the resistive 

measurements wit/ be more accurate. In two of these samples, 8.5% and 8.75% 

Zc, the resistance rneasurenent does no: give the large shift obtained from the 

magnetic measurernerrts but instead gives the same constant shift noted for the 

other samples. The large isotope shift in the 8% Zn samples cannot be 

explained. Both the magnetic azd the resistive measurements are in agreement. 

It seems unreasonabfe for this concentration to present such a large shift in view 

of the results of the other toncenlratioris. 

To alleviate 4he problems of iie!d penetration, many groups measure the 

isotope shift on the FC data as opposed to the ZFC data as we do. In most of 

the cases, we do not believe this is a probiem because the isotopic shift is the 

same (Figure 8.20) for the :eversible/irreversible regime of the data. However, 

our experimental setup does not have the remperature accuracy for 

measurements decreasing in temperature (FC) as it does for those increasing in 

temperature (ZFCj. 
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Figure 8.20 

R e M k m h i p  between the isotope effect and the reversible - irreversible point of 

the magnetic transition. Inset is an enlargement of the point of separation of the 

ZFC data from the FC data. Solid tines are 160 isotope and dashed are the j 8 0  

isotope. Measurements were made on the 7% Zn substituted sample at a field 

strength of 0.95Be. 



Our v m k  on the detetrnination of the isotope coefficients and cririca! 

temperatures from resistance, dc magnetization, and ac suscepti biiity 

measurements for aii three systems cf substitution is sitn-rmarized in figure 9.1. 

The top graph presents cr as it is related to Tc and the bottom gives a and Tc as 

a function of t h e  mobile hole concentration. In these summary graphs the values 

of u have been corrected for their incomplete ' 80  substitation and are given in 

Table 9.1 together with the estimated dph. All three systems have a very small 

isijiope coefficient near the maximum T,. This is typical of almost ali the high Tc 

isotope studies done lo dale. The large isotope values found in the Pr and the 

Zn systems, at the lower Tis, are not typical and in fact are reminiscent of the 

conventional superconductors. To minimize the amount of clutter within the 

graphs, the uncertainties (see Figures 6.1 0, 7.1 2, and 8.15) were left out. 

As the StMS measurements indichte that the substitution is not 

complete, a linear extrapolation was used to provide a at 100% ' 80 .  The validity 

of such an assumption is qui te  debatable. The effect would only be linear if all 

oxygen sites were substituted to the same degree and if all oxygen sites play 

similar roles in the mechanism for superconductivity. But consider the apical 

oxygen site O(4). Rantans' measurements have shown that this site is more 

difficult to substitute iharr the other oxygen sites. It has also been shown62.63 that 

increasing the Prc~ncen:ra3ions leads to an increase in the Ba-O(4) distance, as 

wet1 as an increase in the c-axis 0(4) vibration frequency. This mode shows a 

strong efedron-phonon interactions4."3 and the localization of holes abotrt the Ba 

is thus strongly dependent on the Ba-O(4) distance. Thus, the isotopic 

substitution of oxygen at the 0(#] site may affect the amount of localization of 



Top: the oxygen isotope effecf as a iiinction d the  critical temperature. 

Baitom: the oxygen isoicpe e4ed and critical temperature as a furiztion of the  

moblie hck concentration. ApD = O corresponds approximately to a sheet hole 

concentration of psh = 0.22 holes per Cu-02 sheet. Empty symbols are t h e  a 

values arid fiIIed symbois are the f;s. 

AII isotope values have been fineariy extrapolated to obtain a value 

corresponding to 100% Is0 content. 
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mag susc , res 
I 

0.093 1 0.090 1 0.106 

Substitution 

mag I susc I res 

20% Pr, 0% Ca 

20% Pr, 5% Ca 

20% Pr, 10% Ca 

20% Pr, 20% Ca 

20% Pr, 25% Ca 

Table 9.1 Ez:imated change in mobile hole concentration, Aph, and oxygen 
isotope coefficient. The value of the coefficient has been extrapolated (linearly) 
to give a 100% I80 content. 



h&s around & 2nd hence the cri;ical temperalure and t h e  isotope shift. The 
- anafpis given by i s ~ e i  (seci,ion 4.21 also reflecls the importance o i  t h e  apical 

oxygen sites as $hey determine t h e  phonon cutoff frequency from the apical 

oxygen modes. Other groups hzve also expressed the imporlance of the apical 

oxygen In the  hiah - hr. s~perconductors~ .~~.  'itfe have measured the 

completeness of "0 as a whoie and not on a site-by-site basis. ?t was revealed 

that the substitr!:l~n wzs 7442% cornp!ete. Even though a may not be !inear 

with substitution and wo~iid then not increase as  much as  speculated, at the 

worst a wifi not change. We can see no reason why a more complete 

substitution would have sr mailer a. 

Sections 9.7 'to 9.3 discuss Ihe measurement iechnique, sample quality, 

and the reiationship between the width of the transition and the isotope 

coefficient. Section 3.4 presents our results as  they relate to the estimated 

mobile hole concentration. Comparisons with the theoretical calcuiations 

involving the logarithmic VHS as welf as the possibility of a universal relationship 

between the hole concentration and Tc are discussed here. Section 9.5 

discusses the use of €tiashberg eqiraijons in fitting our data, and some general 

remarks are given in sec%oii 9.6. 



The rnsjcxliy sf t k  measurements cn the samples harts been redone, 

often severaf f ixes and on diis"esen"iaayss to ensure the reproducibility of t h e  

resulfs. The use o i  a sranda;d!zed cylindricai sarnpie for t h e  magnetic 

measurements wr;s a significant impr~vement over the  small flakes that were 

used in the  eariy Pr &tam It would h a v e  been best if the  samples had been 

prepared in their fi~ished farm, cyaindricai "roas" and fiat "bars", prior to the heat 

treatment as opposed tc making pellels and then cutting and sanding them into 

the desired shape afterwards. 

It is afso ciear rhal when  making magnetic measurements on these 

sampIes thz t  the penetration effects of t h e  measuring fieid need to be taken into 

cunsideraiion. From the ikfd memmrnents on the 4% & 7% Zn samples, we 

can see that even small mezsuring iields can afiect rhe shape of t h e  transitions, 

as well as the Meissn~r effect. The degree lo which :he measurement is 

affected depends on both !he ma~niiude of the applied measuring fieid and the 

critical temperature of the material. The higher the field or the lower the I,, the 

greszter this effect becomes and, if neglected, erroneous measurements of AT,, 

and hence a, can be obtained. We Seiieve thzt the rnajority of t h e  vaIues of u, 

fur szrnpfes with a Eavi T, are incorrect due to  these field penetration effects. 

Thus, we have negfeded the previously mentioned five Zn u, values and two Pr 



9.2 SAMPLE QUALITY 

Sample prepamlm Is a ion9 and difficult process. Coritrof over this  

process was mainia:ned by ;he grou? 21 the University oi Aibens. The three sets 

of daia reflect the  t h e e  s:aps of this i~vesiigation. The earliest measurements 

were mzde on the  sys!ez ( Y l - , ~ ~ & f i ~ 0 7 d  for the substitution range x = 0.2 

to G.5, ther; on (YRB-:,Pr, d P  r ~ i * l B a ~ C u ~ O ~ ~  =# for the renge y = O to 0.25 and Iinaily 

the  2% system ff/EadG2i-7Z."~33G76 for r h e  range z = O ?,a O r1375. AS more is 

!earned regarding the  rel&cnship bexrvsen the sample characteristics and the 

preparation process, it is very I%Ty t h e  qualities of tha three sets of samples are 

fig! equitiiaient. The pmrest sampies are probably the estrliest wi'th !he sampie 

quafiiy improving with prepzraticn experience. 

The Pr sarnpkes do kave impurities, primarily BaCu02 as determined by 

t h e  X-ray measuremenls. The transitions are wide with l o ~ g  tails at iow shielding 

and ineresfse irr width 2nd tengfh with t h e  increase in Pr concentration. Widening 

tais aob broader trznsi~iotrs are chara~terisi~c of a deterioration In sampie 

quality. !Me beiieve 'isat :ke primary cause may  be due to too high a 

temperature during the  sixering process which promotes t h e  formation of 

impurity phases. 

The Pr 2nd & S U ~ S : j ~ d ~ ~ &  ~ z m p j e ~  &g exhibit Bavri;Q2 X-ray 

impurity fines. The connedion between the addition of Ca and the narrowing of 

the trarr-sition width and the Ioss of the !ong tails at tow shielding is not known. It 

does appezr that t he  q~afity of :he sa pies has improved. A pair of isotope 







unknown. 



iogarithrmir~ VHS in the DOS. The reBatic.nship bet wee^ dpn and 6, however, is 

urrelear, A cornparism of our data and the theoretical caictita'tions of Tsuei and 

i4ewns fsection 4-Fj Es given En Figure 9.2. The top figure compares our 

extension of Tsuei's mlcutatstion fax a 90K superconductor with the data and the 

bttcrrn figure- compares our data lo Newns' calcufation. These particular 

compa~sons were ma& because the u dependence with 6 is somewhat broader 

in Newns' model than it is in Tsuei*s which is simiiar to what is found in our data, 

In the data, we a f s ~  find that Liph is broader in the 2% system than it is in the Pr 

system. Thus, swre kia.~.e 4&ed Tsuei? model to the Pr data (top graph) and the 

Newmshodel to the Zn data, The parameter 6 has been (linearly) adjusted so 

that the depression in 'T, within the model can be fitted to the Tc change with 

Apb and no aqusement is made to fit for the isotope coefficient. The adjustment 

of 6 for each case is digerent arsd as the two models are derived somewhat 

Ttre quafitative similarities between both TC and er vs, dph and the 

fheoretical calculations of Tserei and Mewns, where we have taken 6 to be 

linearly refated to iSpb are quite good when we consider that these calculations 

are based on a fainfy simpli~ic model. The genera! trend of a high T, near 

Aph= O and the decrease in T, with increasing Aph is in agreement with our 

data, The change in isotope coefficient also shows good agreement with the 

predidians of Tsuei, although quan-',itatively, thsy are not as good as the T, 

gredidiat-ts, and in. bath cases, the predicted minimum value for a is too high. 

There are a n u m k r  af possEbEe explanations for the poor symmetrical fit. 

The ielatianshi between the parar;r,eler 6 and Aph is unknown, as mentioned 

eadier, and a mare mpfex refationship between 6 and Aph may exist rather 



Figure 9-2 

Cornpafison of Van Hove singularity calculations for a and T,  

fop: Comparison of the afculations of Tsuei with our data. The scale for the 

parameter 6 has  bee^ adjusted to give a fit to the Pr Tc data. 

Bottom: Comparison of the ~afcutations of Newns with our data. The scale for 

the parameter 6 has been adjusted to give a fit to the Zn Tc data. 

Empty symbols are the Tc data and filled symbols are the a data. Both are 

plotted as a function of mobile ho!e concentrations. 





than the simple iinear one used here. The relationship between the 5ph . . and the 

Zn concentration is stit1 uncertain. it may also be that the relationship between 

hph and the Pr concentration is overestimated. The VHS calculations are 

symmetric only because a symmetric logarithmic singularity was used in the 

DOS, and thus the dissimiiar effects of the Pr and Zn substitutions have not been 

accounted for. Also, the quantitative results are affected by the values selected 

for the parameters: Er, ha,, and N(0,IV which are used in the calculations by 

Tsuei and Newns. The values for these parameters are also not well known. 

Modification of any of these conditions may result in a better fit between the data 

and this model. What is important here is that the general trends of our data do 

fit these theoretical caicutations. 

In the event that ATc were a constant, the isotope exponent in the Pr 

samples would behave simifariy to that of the Zn - a much broader change in a 

with cr becoming large only at low T, This broader change in a with respect to 

bph would then favour Newns' more sophisticated model, which exhibits this 

broader characteristic, over Tsuei's. The difference in a with respect to Aph in 

the Zn and Prdata still leaves some symmetry probiems. But here, an incorrect 

estimate of Aph and the concentration of the substituted element may be the 

muse. 

A universal relationship hetween t, (= Tc/rC,,) and p,h, the hole 

cancentration in the Gu-@ sheets, in the p-type superconductors has been 

recently proposed by H. Zhang et aLf*'. Here, a broad plateau, as opposed to a 

parabolic dependence, in t, exists over a range oi  Apsh = 0.3 4 and on either side 

t, decreases lineariy with the change in p&. Although the primary source of 

information for their mnclusions comes from data in which the oxygen 



sioichiorneiry is aitered as ~ p p s e d  i O  an elementaf substitution as we have 

done to manipulate the hole concentration, a striking similarity between their 

results and ours can be seen (Figure 9.3). Not only does T, of our results follow 

this behaviour, but it appears that the isotope effect also has a similar behaviour. 

A plateau of width Aph = 0.12 for T, and Aph = 0.1 5 for a exists in our data, quite 

mmparabfe in size to the plateau range in Tc reported by Zhang et a!, The lack 

of symmetry between Rand Zn data with Aph is again apparent in comparison 

with that reported by Zhang, which does exhibit a symmetric behaviour to a large 

degree. The rapid change in T, with respect to the estimated Aph for the Zn 

substitution, is more closely matched to Zhang's universal relationship than the 

slow change in Tc observed with the Pr system. Here, an overestimation of the 

relationship between the Pr substitution and the loss of mobile holes could 

explain this difference. In the event that ATc is a constant, the 'universal 

retationship' would then also predict the same symmetry in a as is found in Tc 

in the VHS model, the Eliashberg equation calculations, and from the 

universal relationship between Aph and To it is clear that the mobile hole 

concentration in the high temperature superconductors plays an important role in 

determining their characteristics, particulariy the critical temperature and the 

isotope effect. However, it is clear that more infermation regarding the elemental 

substitution of Pr, Ca and Zn and their effect on the mobile hole concentration is 

required. 

f f?e  vaiue of the VHS model is not only that it gives a good 

phenomenologicai amun t  of the trends that we have observed in Tc and a with 

changing hole concentration, but also that it is consistent with the 2-0 nature 

(Cu-02 planes) of the high Tc superconductors which has been used to explain 

other features observed in these materials (section 4.2). it should nut be 



Comparison of the data with the 'universal relationship between Tc and hole 

content'. 

Top: the universal relationship between T' and hole content proposed by fhang 

et ai.121 using the Tc data of a number of different groups on different high T, 

materiats. Ail criticai temperatures have been normalized to the maximum Tc 

obtainable for each respective superconductor family (t, = Tf l c  ,,J. Note the 

plateau extending from p,h = 0.1 1 to about 0.26 holes per Cu-02sheet (plane). 

The same symbols are used as in Zhang's paper. 

Bottom: Isotope effect and Tc vs. mobile hole concentration for our data. The 

solid line is a guide to the eye to suggest a similar "plateau effect" as noted in 

the above universal relationship. Filled symbols are the Tc data and empty 

symbols are the a data. 
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overlooked, however, that the VHS is a 2-0 phenomena and although the high 

7-, superconductors have strong 2-D tendencies, they are siiii a 3-D system and 

such a 2-D model wifl have its shortcomings. 

9.5 a vs. T, 

An attempt was made to fit the data using Eliashberg equations (section 

4.3) where we relate a to T, The fitting parameters for the EIiashberg equations 

are the average phonon frequency - q, (meV), a dimensionless parameter 

which is representative of the electron-phonon interaction - h, the pair breaking 

factor - t (meV,, and T, (K). With these parameters, the Efiashberg equations 

are capable of fitting any values of a and Tc simuftaneousfy. There are three 

basic limits to which we have restricted the values of these parameters. 

First, we considered those values which may be physically feasible. The 

values of q, used range from that found in conventional superconductors 

(q, - 5 mev) to the upper limits of the phonon spectrum found in ihe high Tc 

superconductors (a - 100 meV). Typically, the values of h that lie within the 

BCS approximation are h c I .  The relative magnitude of the pair-breaking factor 

is unknown, and of course, T, must reflect the range found in our data. 

Second, all values of the pair (win , h) were chosen to reflect the Tc and a 

of undoped YBa;rCu3O7. i.e. a T'= 9OKand a = 0.05. Figure 4.3 gives a range 

of the pairs of values that correspond to the above limits imposed or o$, and h. 

The vaitte of the pair (q, , A) was held constant while fitting over an entire 

system. Thus, only through a change in -T, and/or t wit! there be a change in a. 

By maintaining a constant w, and h over an entire system, we have assumed 



that the electron-phonon interaction, as weli as the phonon spectrum, do not 

change appreciably with ?he depression of TQ i.e, with the addition of impurities. 

Third, as the amount of pair-breaking is probably proportional to the 

impurity concentrai,ion, twill have to change accordingly. As a linear relationship 

exists between fc and the Zrr concentration and as the relationship between Tc 

and Prconcentration is also (nearly) linear, it has been assumed that the amount 

of pair-breaking would then be linearly dependent on Tc Instead of the Tc 

dependence, a constant factor, f' (meV/K], has been introduced to reflect the 

strength of this linear relationship giving t = (90 - T,) t'. t' is then a fitting 

parameter over an entire system. 

For each Tc (and corresponding t) value we solved the Eliashberg 

equation for pteH self consistently. Several pairs of y, and h were used. Once 

peeff was determined, the corresponding value for a was computed. The result, 

a vs- To is plotted in Figure 9.4. A number of remarks can be made. 

1 ) A fairly good fit to our data can be achieved using Eliashberg theory. The 

necessity of the pair-breaking term is clear although the significance of the 

magnitude of this term is unclear, The fit to the data in the absence of pair- 

breaking (t'= 0) is quite poor. Including a small pair-breaking factor (t'= 0.002 

meV/K) is sufficient to fit the Zn data. A much larger pair-breaking factor 

( t r= 0.05meV/K) is required to fit to the Pr data, but even here the fit is quite 

good. According to Tinkhamla, one has for the Abrikosov-Gorkov-type 

magnetic impurity pair-breaking parameter: 
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Figure 9.4 

Comparison of Ellashberg caicuiations with the data. 

Isotope coefficient as a function of the critical temperature. Different sets of qn 

and li have been chosen to give u = 0.05 at Tc = 90K The pair-breaking factor. 

f: used to obtain the fit is given. 

Symbols are the data paints and the iines are the theoretical calculations. 



where n, is the magnetic impurity concentration, and J is the magnetic impurity 

per electron spin exchange interaction and z, is the characteristic scattering time. 

Using the relation between t and T,: 

along with the iinear relationship between the spin, J, and the magnetic moment, 

p, we obtain for the ratio of iPprto fPzn : 

As the change in T, is approximately the same for both the Zn (0 to 9%) and Pr 

(0 to 50%) systems, the ratio of the concentration of Zn to Pr is: 

From our calculations, we obtained the ratio of pair-breaking factors: 

This gives a ratio of the magnetic moments for the Zn, w,, and Pf, ~p,, of: 

Xiao et at? have experimentally determined that the additi~n of the non- 

magnetic impurity Zn, ior the magnetic Cu, introduces a moment of Pzn = 1-0 to 

! 2. This the8 gives ppr = 2.24 to 2.69, which is in very good agreement with 

what is found for pp, experimentally (ppr = 2.756158159). 



23 In keeping w&h the limits suggested for h (< 0.21) by GurvitchflQand the  

value of y, (I 5meV) by Weber117, onfy the range q, = 20 to 80rneV has been 

plotted. We find that within this range of physically reasonable values, the 

choice of pairs of (y, , h) makes littie difference. 

3) The use of a constant peeffl for q, = 40meV and h = 0.04, does give an 

increase in a with the depression of To however, it fits neither the Zn nor the Pr 

data. A pair-breaking term was required to obtain a constant P * , ~  with :he 

change in Tc but the factor rc' was I?O longer constant for the entire system as it 

increased approximstely 25%. Again, other pairs of o, and h give similar 

results. 

4) The values obtained for -peff* as a function of critical temperature are 

plotted in Figure 9.5. In all cases we find that peff* c 0, and from equation [4.29]: 

this implies that -peeff is a net attractive interaction. In fact, at 90K (a = 0.05), the 

value of -peff* for the range of cq, (and A), from 3meV to 100me V, varies by only 

1 % from the value of -peg* = 0.1 97. Clearly, the value of -peff* is dependent not 

only on Tc but on the amount of pair-breaking present that exists (Figure 9.5). 

The large pair-breaking term needed to fit the Prdata results in an increase in 

the value of -peff* while the smaif T' needed for the Zn data requires a decrease 

in -peff*. interpretation of what makes pteff negative is not clear. Our EIiashberg 

caicutations use a constant value for k, and a constant 2. is esseniiaiiy eqiiivalenl 

to a coastant eiedrm-phonon interadion term. Thus, the change in pteii must 

be associated with the change in the electronic behaviour of the system. As a 

negative kff* is the result of the presence of an afiractive electronic interaction 



Critical Temperature (K) 

Figure 9.5 

Coulomb pseudopotential as a function of 1, 

Pair-breaking 0') used to obtain the fit to the Pr (t'= O.O5meV/K) and Zn 

(t'= O.OOPmeVN() as well as that obtained without any pair-breaking (fr= 0). 



as wefl as the Co~tornb repufsion term, ahis grongfy suggests tth;at a refationship 

between the mechanism irwoived and the irsfe concentration exisis. However, 

fhe details of such a mechanism are unknown, 

One could spec&&? that an increase in the number of hofes means an 

increase in the etectronic DOS and hence an increase in N(0)K But this alone 

wrrM h a e  the ofspsiZfif eEed to whzt is observed. Coasider the Zil system. 

H e m  we hiwe an increase En the number of hales; however, we see a decrease 

in -peg* which impfies a decrease in NI'9fK Similarly tor the Pr system, we have 

a decrease in holes and hence N{Of t/, but here, we have an increase in -peff*. it 

is Iikety that the change in bore coriceniraiion wilt not only affect N(O)V, but the 

C=ouiomb repulsion, p, as well. This would mean then that we woutd need a 

larger change in pt than En M(O]Vto correctly a m u n t  for the change in peff*. 

However, we have not cansidered hcrw V changes with bpb nor have we 

considered variations En the DOS with which an increaseldecrease in Aph may 

change p* in a mznner other than what we exped. 

If the isotope shift were a constant, then if is possibte that both the Zn and 

the Prdata ceuid be fitted with one curve. in this case, the possible relationship 

between Aph and y"eH woutd not exist as described above. A relationship 

between &ph and fiteatf muFd esiabisiished in this case if we considered only the 

magnitude of the shia in dpPB from Gs kptinums value art :he maximum Tc. In this 

case, however, we wauM have the same pair-breaking factor for b t h  the Pr and 

the Zn data, Then the pr~iiious aaernpt to link the pair-breaking fad6rs with the 

In view of the fact that these Eliashberg calculations are successfuf in 

ing our data, if ap a s  that a ret;ationship between the mobile hoie 



c#rnsi&rc;0 before $Re refationship beween g.t+eff and Aph ean  be established. 

9-6 REMARKS ON THE 

The relative sutxess of the mlcu!&ions based on the VWS in the density 

0% Sates and, to an even greater extent, the use of the Eiiashberg equations in 

mmfeiing the isotope effect and the critical temperature indicates that some 

s of ifre BCS theory are st i l l  present within these high f, superconductors. 

Basic to t36S theory is the electron-phonon interaction which we have shown 

has some influence, however small., Our resutts, and the relationship between 

T, and a with aph indkate that it is more likely that an eiectron-electron 

intieraction is the driving force behind the mechanism for high Tc 

supercondudivw and any new theoretical model must take this into account. In 

view of the fact that even for the conventional superconductors with their 

relaihelly simple stnrdure, mdificatkms to the simple •’965 theory are required to 

Wner describe these m&eff;dJS, if. should not be too surprising that, because of 

the com@exity of the structure of the high Tc superconductors, a complex 

m-a~e@hanism wiiO required. The apparent relationship between the hole 

mmentration and Goth f, and at, as we1 as the similarity between our J, data 



The large degree of anisotropy in the high Tc superconductors are of 

concern in these two models. The over-simplified VHS model takes this 

anisotropy to the exireme firnit of a 2-D system whereas the form of the 

Etiashberg equations empfoyed here also assumes an extreme limit for these 

materials: that we are dealing with an isotropic 3-D superconductor. Perhaps 

incorporating some of the 2-D features of the VHS model, specifically those 

shown to be of importance in this research, into the Eliashberg equations could 

result in a more promising model that more correctly represents the anisotropy in 

the high 1, superconductors. Carbotte et al.lloJl4 have done some preliminary 

Eiiashberg calculations involving the VHS and a Lorentzian shaped peak in the 

There is still some uncertainty as to whether or not a relationship between 

the width of the transition and the isotope shift exists. A number of our 

conclusions and speculations are significantly affected by whether or not A Tc is 

In fact a constant. As this uncertainty is believed to be tied to the sample quality, 

similar isotope measurements on high quality single crystals may help clear up 

whether this is so. 



oxygen isotope effect. In all cases, the dc magnetization, the ac susceptibility 

and the dc resistive measurements show that the substitution of the heavier j80 

isotope for 160 leads to a reduction in the critical temperature. For the Pr data, 

the isotope shift in To ATQ increases with increasing concentration; hence a 

also increases and at the highest concentration is approximately '1,. The Zn 

data has a relatively constant or perhaps even a slightly decreasing AT, with 

increasing concentration. Consequently a increases to approximately I/, as T, 

drops. 

The critical temperature and isotope coefficient were modeled using a 

modification to the BCS theory involving a logarithmic Van Hove singularity in the 

density of states. This model proved relatively successftll in that it predicts the 

general trends found in our data: the small a at the highest Tc, and an increase 

in cx as Tc drops. The range of change for a predicted is reasonable although 

the actual values are somewhat larger than observed. The response of the VHS 

model relies heavily on the parameter 6, the difference between the singularity in 

the DOS and the Fermi energy. The smaller 6 becomes, the more the isotope 

shift is reduced. Thus this model indicates that the difference between the peak 

in the DOS and the Ferni energy is an important feature. 

The Eiiashberg approach proved even more successful in fitting the data. 

The theory requires the use of both a pair-breaking mechanism and an attractive 

(electronic) pairing interaction which is necessary to overcome the Coulomb 

repulsion in order to give a net attractive effective Coulomb pseudopotential. 



The behaviour of tnis parameter peffi suggests that there exists a relationship 

between It and the mobits hole concentration, bph, and hence, that both a and 

1, are dependent on the change in mobile hole concentration. 

There are still some questions and concerns with regard to the samples 

that wilt need to be addressed. Of primary interest are: 

1). To improve the quality of our samples. Both the relationship between the 

width of the transition and the size of AT, (or a) and the existence (in the 

measurements) of tails at low shielding are believed to be dependent on sample 

quality. A further investigation on high quality (single crystal?) samples will be 

required before we can be confident of the results of this oxygen isotope 

investigation. 

2) The relationship between the mobile hole concentration and the elemental 

substitutions of Pr, Ca, and Zn needs to be clarified. 

3) The role of an incomplete oxygen isotope substitution, with respect to the 

different oxygen sites, on the magnitude of rr are also of concern. 

4) The effects of field penetration on magnetic measurements of low T, 

supercondudors are an experimental concern when comparing the transitions to 

obtain ATc 

From our Eliashberg calculation it appears that a joint mechanism is 

involved in high Tc supercondudors. The existence of an isotope effect is 

evidence for an electron-phonon contribution to the mechanism, Our 

calculations suggest that at the optimal T,: where the isotope coefficient is small, 

the mechanism is predominantly electronic in nature. .As T, drops, the electron- 

electron contribution becomes smaller, the electron-phonon interaction is 

emphasized and the isotope coefficient increases. 
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